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LNTRODUQQLQQ
The Eastern Bluebird (giglig giglig) is a species which

has, according to the literature, been subject to narked

fluctuations in nunbers.
Qüne

reaction of those concerned

with the reductions in bluebird nunbers was the prowision of

artificial nest sites through the erection of nest boxes.
Indeed, the continuing interest in nest box projects, the

so•called “bluebird trails”, is perhaps one indication of

the popularity of this species.
i

t
The ease with which bluehirds are attracted to nest

boxes has provided many scientific investigators with a

relatively large nunber of birds which are close at hand and

thus easily studied. As a result, the overwhelning najority

of scientific investigations of the EBSEGID Bluebird has

centered around·nest boxes and bluebird trails.

This tendency for investigators to erect nest boxes

instead of locating natural nests is perhaps responsible for

the current lack of knowledge concerning the nesting habits

of the Eastern Bluebird under natural, i.e. non·nest box,

conditions. Such knowledge would, for nanagerial purposes,

be unnecessary if bluebird nunbers could be naintained in

perpetuity through the use of nest boxes.

However, it is not known whether bluebird numbers can

be maintained through the use of nest boxes. Pinkowski

(197ß) has suggested that it is not likely, and if that is

Ä 1
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the case, inforuation concerning the natural nesting habits

of the Eastern Bluebird could be critical to the management

and ultimate survival of this species„

Therefore, the first objective of this study was to

deternine if there were Eastern Bluebirds utilizing natural
nesting sites in the vicinity of Blacksburg, Virginia. Once

these nesting sites were located, further objectives were to

quantitatively describe the nest cavity, habitat surrounding

the nest, and the utilization of habitat by the bluebirds•
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EITEBATQQE REVIEW

ggg Bluebird “Dgcl;ne”

Since before the turn of the century, articles in the

ornithological literature have alluded to the decline in the

population numbers of the Eastern Bluebird. During this

tine periods of local and regional scarcity have been noted,

and many arguaents advanced to account for the low

population levels. These are suanarized in the following

paragraphs. Throughout this report, avian nonenclature

follows the guidelines of the Aaerican 0rnithologist's Union

(1957, 1973, 1976)._
The Eastern Bluebird nust certainly be included in the

list of those species that were greatly benefited by the

colonization and settlement of Horth Anerica by white mau.

Pinkowski (1970:4) stated, ”It was not until human
i

settlenent, with large-scale lunbering, the establishnent of
b

orchards and clearing for agriculture that optinum

conditions for the bluebird developed in the northern United

states.“

Therefore, it is possible that the Eastern Bluebird was

relatively scarce in uorth Anerica before colonization and

settlement, and it wasn't until after white •an's activities

that enough suitable habitat was nade available for the

bluebird to become a common and abundant species. However,

Butler (1898) noted that bluebirds were becoming noticeably

3
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less numerous and had been so for the previous 20 or 25

years.

Effects gg gsnsnsn
Butler (1898) also discussed a decrease in bluebird

nunbers which occurred in 1895 and attributed the low
i

nunbers to severe winter weather. During January and
February 1895 unusually harsh weather conditions prevailed

throughout the Eastern Bluebird•s winter range. Few birds

survived to return to the breeding grounds in the spring of

1895. Other authors referred to the severity of the decline

in bluebird nunbers using such phrases as, "...the Bluebirds

[sic] were almost externinated.“ (Jacobs 1912:163), and “The

bluebird perished in imuense nu¤bers...it was noticeably
rare, ...” (srisceu 1941:193). However, Griscon (1941) also

noted that the recovery of the bluebird was quite rapid and
by 1900 they were as nunerous as ever.

Wayne (1899) described the effects of a cold wave which

struck the coast of South Carolina in February 1899. Thé

extreue severity of the weather resulted in the deaths of

millions of birds, including Pine Barblers (bsndnoica

gings), Fox Sparrews (Pnsssnslla iliaca) , and Dark·eyed
Jnncos (ggnsg hyenaiis). Bluebird nunbers were *deci¤ated“.

U

Apparenty a decline in nunbers on the breeding grounds was
e

not noted, for reports of this nature were not found in the

literature.
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. A local decrease in bluebirds was noted in Missouri in
the sunner of 1906. This decrease was attributed to the

worst March weather in Missouri•s history (WÄÖIBRD 1906).

Twenty·three dead bluebirds, mostly females, were found in

two holes in trees and a hole in a hollow telephone post.

The local nature of this decrease is evident from Hegner

(1906) who stated that in the vicinity of Decorah, Iowa,

bluebirds were so nunerous that alnost every available nest

cavity contained an active uést.

A long, continued cold winter in the region extending

fron the Potonac and Ohio Rivers to the northern boundaries

of the Gulf States resulted in a scarcity of bluebirds in

sone portions of the breeding range in 1912 (Cooke 1913b).

Bluebirds were reported to be scarce in the vicinity of

Willianstown, Massachusetts (Cartwright 1912). Jones (1912)

stated that bluebirds were fever in number in uorthern Ohio,

yet from Oberliu to Toledo they were as nunerous as ever.

According to Logan (1912), bluebirds were not scarce near

Royalton, Minnesota. Thus, bluebird nunbers appear to have

been affected only locally by winter weather in 1912.

A snow and ice storn in late February and early March

1940 after bluebirds had begun nigrating northward resulted

in noticeable daily decreases in numbers (uusselnan 1941).
i

In nornal years ninety-three percent of Musselnan•s nest

boxes near Quincy, Illinois, were occupied by April. In
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1940 only forty·six percent of the nest boxes contained

uests. Fifty·three percent of the boxes were nornally
occupied during the second nesting, whereas in 1940 only

twenty·three percent were occupied. He concludes that about

fifty parcant of the bluebirds in his region were killed by

the snow and ice storm.

The winter of 1958 resulted in a drastic reduction in

bluebird nunbers throughout the breeding range, "...the

unprecedented winter of 1958 will go down in history as a
disaster of wajor proportions for bluebirds and other

insectivorous species that winter in the southern states.“
(Wallace 1959:193). Wallace (1959] also reported that

bluebirds were scarce in Michigan throughout the spring,

sunner, and fall of 1958.

Using data fron Christnas Bird Counts for twenty years
I

prior to 1958 to obtain an estinate of ”average” bluebird

population levels, Janes (1961:304) aade the following

stateaent, “[the bluebird] has now reached an all•ti¤e

population low of only one·third its nornal abundance.“

Further reductions resulted in bluebirds attaining only

18percentof their noraal abundance in the southeast in the

winter of 1961 (Janes 1962).

Janes (1959) denonstrated a statistically significant

inverse relationship between winter weather and bluebird

population levels. Population levels were lower when a
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winter had a larger nunber of cold days. A graphical

analysis of bluebird numbers and winter weather (Janes 1962)

revealed that the trend of severe winters and low population

levels began prior to the winter of 1957-1958, beginning as

early as 1950 in the ¤id•South latitudes. Purthernore,

since 1959 a succession of nilder winters has not resulted

in corresponding increases in bluebird numbers. Therefore,

”...so¤e other najor factor now is affecting bluebird

populations.“ (Ja¤es 1962:311).

In addition to the direct uortality of bluebirds caused

by winter weather, several indirect influences have been

noted. uusselnan (1939) noted that freezing weather early

in the spring resulted in a delay of about two weeks in the

nesting season. This delay served to increase conpetition

with and destruction of eggs by the House wren (tggglodytgs

ggQgg)• zeleny (1975) who, like Nusselnan, reported on

bluebirds nesting in nest boxes, also noted a delay in the

nesting season and increased competition with House Wrens

caused by cold and windy weather in early April. This cold

weather also appeared to reduce the nuaber of third broods

produced by the bluebirds. Cold weather way indirectly

reduce population nunbers by affecting insect abundance I

(Janes 1959). Franier and Nolan (1959, stated that the I
affect of snow and ice on the availability of food is the I

most important cause of winter weather nortality of Eastern
I

:
I
II
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Bluebirds.

gonggtitiog gg; ggg; g;;gg
Since competition for nest sites is often given as a

reason for the decline in bluebird nunbers, it is
appropriate to discuss the interactions that have been noted
between bluebirds and other cavity nesting species. The

list of known conpetitors for nest sites with bluebirds

includes other birds, nannals, and insects.

Avian species reported to conpete with bluebirds

include two introduced species, the Starling (§;ggggg

gglgggig) and the House Sparrow (Pgsse; dguegticus).

Starlings were allegedly introduced into this country in

order to acquaint Americans with all the birds nentioned by

Shakespeare. Eighty Starlings were released at New York•s

Central Park in 1890 and were nesting there the following

spring. Since that tine they have becone the nost numerous

bird species in the country (Hiller 1975). conpetition for
nest sites between Starlings and bluebirds is a factor,

according to Bull (197¤:¤37), in keeping the bluebird

population at low levels, for Starlinqs are well established
0

in nest sites before the bluebirds return fron the south to

their northern breeding grounds.

The Starling is considered by many to be the worst

eneny of the bluebird, both as a coapetitor for nesting

cavities and as a predator on bluebird nests (Zeleny 1970).
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n

However, surprisingly few cases of actual observed.

interaction have been noted. Kohler (1912) noted that

Starlings were “engaged in conf1icts“ (p. 45) with both

bluebirds and Common Flickers (colaptgs gu;atgs); three

bluebird nests were taken over 'by the Starlings. Gardner

(1925) stated that Starlings used aany of the nest cavities

previously used by bluebirds, but does not record observed

interaction. Pinkowski (1974) noted that a nale nesting in

a natural cavity deserted the nest after ”continual fighting

with Starlings [sic]" (p. 121).

People who maintained nest boxes soon recognized that

Starlings could be prevented froa entering the nest box if

the cavity opening was 3.8 cn in dianeter (Allen 1930).

Adherence to this recomuendation apparently has served to

minimize the interaction between Starlings and bluebirds

nesting in nest boxes. Husselaau (1942) reported the

discovery of a two·thirds grown Starling sitting on top of

four bluebird nestlings in a nest box. Starlings had not

previosly interfered with any of the 500 nest boxes he

maintained.

Eight pairs of House Sparrows were originally

introduced at Brooklyn, New York, in the spring of 1851.

During the next two decades House Sparrows were liberated in

over a hundred cities in thirty·three states and Canada

(Barrows 1889). According to Forbush (1929:419) House
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Sparrows began to drive bluebirds away from nesting places
in the 1870•s. This caused bluebirds to move fro~ nesting

near human habitation to the country, away from human

settlements (Barrows 1912:727, Peterson 1936). House

sparrows are non•¤igratory and are thus well established in

nest cavities when bluebirds arrive on the northern breeding

grounds (Peterson 1936).

several instances of interaction between bluebirds and

House Sparrows have been noted. Bennett (1905) noted that

House Sparrows drove a pair of bluebirds fron a nest box.

Hiller (1912) and Jackson (1913) both record House sparrows

destroying the eggs of bluebirds nesting in a nest box. The

only reported interaction between House Sparrows and

bluebirds nesting in a natural cavity is that by Love

(1902); House Sparrows drove a pair of bluebirds away fron a

nest hole in an apple (gclgc spp.) tree. y
shernan (1928) attributed the decline in bluebird

nunbers to the interference of the House Iren. It has also

been noted that both wrens and Tree Swallows (IQQÖOQIOQQQ

blcolor) are successful in driving bluebirds away from nest

sites. However, competition for nest sites with House Irens

and Tree swallows has only been-docunented for nest boxes;

it has never been reported to occur with natural nests.

Iaring (1912), Reed (1924), and Pinkowski (1974) noted

bluebirds defending nest boxes against House Hrens.
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However, Byrens (1925) noted that bluebirds and House wrens

both nested in the sane nest box project withcut interaction
A

occurring, “...there were always plenty of houses, and there

existed no necessity for driving away other species.“ (p.
159). Bluebirds and House wrens nested in and both fledged

young fron the sane wulti—celled Purple uartin (groggo
ogolo) house (Lewis 1927). Cooke (1913a) reported another

instance of interaction at a martin house. House Hrens,

bluebirds, and Great·crested Flycatchers (gylorogog
orlnitoo) were involved; the flycatchers drove the other
species away.

The following have) recorded interactions between

bluebirds and Tree Swallows at nest boxes: Jacobs (1923),
Reed (1924), Byrens (1925), Hersey (1933), Krieg (1971), and

Pinkowski (1974). In one case, (Byrens 1925), the bluebirds

drove the Tree Swallows away, while in another instance
e

(Hersey 1933), the Tree Swallows were successful in driving

the bluebirds away fron the nest box. In suanarizing the

interaction between bluebirds and Tree Swallows, Pinkowski

(1974:393) stated, ”...the longest resident bird in an area
l

or the rightful owner of the nest usuallyprevai1ed.“Thonas

(1946) studied bluebirds nesting in nest boxes

H for nine years and reported that bluebirds did notinterferewith

other cavity nesters such as Carolina Chickadees (gorog

oorolloooolo), Tufted Titnice (goroo blcolor), Bewick•s

L___..___._........_._...._............._................„...l...l...ll_„ ..
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12Wrens

(Thryomanes bgwickii), Carolina Wrens (Thggothogggg
9

lQdOV;Ci&D¤S), Great-crested Plycatchers, and Common
9 9

Flickers. Thomas (1906) also recognized that competition
9

for nest sites anong species using nest boxes could be

reduced by placing boxes as followsz bluebird and flycatcher
boxes in the open, titmouse boxes on trees, chickadees with

snaller boxes placed on low posts under oak (Qgercus spp.)

trees, wren boxes built shallow and placed under eaves or

inside a shed or barn, and flicker boxes nade too deep to be

used by the other species, particularly bluebirds.

Interaction between bluebirds and several species of

woodpeckers at natural cavities has been noted. Christnan
9

(1920) noted that a pair of bluebirds drove a fenale Downy

Uoodpecker (gicgidgs QHb§SC€Q§) away fron the hole the
woodpecker had used as a winter roosting site and

subsequently nested there. A pair of bluebirds was observed

drivinq a Hairy Hoodpecker (Pigoidgg villgsus) from a half
coapleted nesting hole and then nesting in the cavity
(uousley 1916). Red·cockaded Uoodpeckers (Picojdgs

gggealis) were seen to defend their cavities against
bluebirds (Ligon 1970).

several nanaalian species have been reported as being

coapetitors for nest sites with the Eastern Bluebird. These
9

include red squirrels (Tagiasciurug HHÖSOBÄCUS), the
9

Northern flying squirrel (Glaugogy; gabgigus), white·footed
99

>
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‘ nice (Peronyscus legcopgs) (Pinkowski 1974), and deer nice

(ggrgmygcug ggnigulgtus) (Allen 1930).
INest site competition nay occur between bluebirds and

”bees“ (Allen 1930:155) or “bunble bees” (Bent 1949:253).

Pinkowski (1974) stated that paper wasps (Pglistgs sp.) nay

conpete for nest sites with bluebirds.

Lnteraetiszn sieh Que;. .2..2.2.5¤¤’ S
Several instances of aggressive encounters between

nesting Eastern Bluebirds and other species have been noted.

Bluehirds chased a pair of Black·capped Chickadees (ggggg
I

atgicapillgg) fron the bluebird•s nesting hole (Fitch 1958).
T

However, the observer felt the chickadees were nerely
i

inspecting the cavity rather than trying to secure

possession of it.

_ A pair of bluebirds nested in a cavity 23 cn above a

second cavity used by two pairs of Brown—headed Nuthatches

(gjtga pusillg) (Houck and Oliver 1954). The nuthatches

were constantly attcked by the blnebirds even though they
l

displayed no aggression toward then. Bluebirds, flickers,

and Anerican Kestrels (gglgg gpggvggius) all nested at the

sane tine in the central trunk of a sycanore (glatanus

gcgidegtalis) (Morgan 1913). In this instance the lack of

interaction is noteworthy.

Interaction not involving the possession of a uest site

between blnebirds and ibowny Ioodpeckers has been noted. A
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male Eastern Bluebird chased a Downy Hoodpecker from a linb

on which the woodpecker was feeding and atteapted to feed
i

i upon the grubs the woodpecker had exposed, A pair of

bluebirds pulled feathers froa the hacks of Downy

Hoodpeckers and used then for a nest lining (Forbush

1929:420),

Carr and Goin (1965) observed a pair of bluebirds

feeding uockingbird (gjggs gglyglotggs) nestlings, The

bluebirds were always chased away fron the nest by the adult
_

aockingbirds, but continued to feed the young even after

they had fledged, A pair of Aaerican Robins (Tugdus

aiggatggius) built a nest on top of a nest box used by

bluebirds, Both the robins and the bluehirds were

successful in fledging young (ßandley 1927),

§..;..i.1¤¤¤°t ef Ess; äites
5

Another reason given for the decline in bluebird
i

nunbers is the scarcity of nest sites that exists for all

cavity nesting species (Krug 1941, Bent 1949). Zeleny

(1968) stated that a critical shortage of natural nestinq

sites is believed to be one of the aajor reasons for the

decline in bluebird nunhers, A shortage of nest sites has

resulted fron wooden fence posts and rails being replaced by

steel posts and wire, and fron nodern orchard practices in
I

which trees and stunps are chopped down, hollow linbs
I

trinaed, and rot and excavations discouraged by applying
W

I
I
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chemicals (uusselman 1934). The rapid occupancy of nest

boxes suggests that intense competition for nest sites does,

in fact, exist (Ligon 1969). This phenonenon was noted by

ucxinnon (1909) and Lippincott (1916). .

Bsäisiésä
In the late 1950's it uas considered that pesticides

hay be responsible for the lowered bluebird population
levels. Wallace (1959) cited the disappearance of bluebirds

from hodern orchards, croplands, and roadsides in settled

areas as evidence for the effects of pesticides. It has

been noted (dahes 1962) that bluebird declines in the

southeast coincided with the treathent of rural areas in the
i

Gulf States with heptachlor to control the fire ant
2

(Sglgggpsis inv;gta).· Insecticides hay killbluebirdsdirectly

if enough can accumulate froh contahinated insects

(Jahes 1962). All three giglig species are probably harhed

nore by pesticides indirectly through loss of food, for

pesticides affect spring, suhher, and autuhn feod supplies

(Janes 1962, Pinkowski 1974).

Scott et al. (1959) found that next to Conhon

Flickers, bluebirds were the least affected by a field

application of dieldrin. Ferguson (1964) noted that

although fluctuations in bird populations occurred on a 19.4
i

ha (48 ac) plot treated with a 2.2 kg/ha (2.0 lb/ac)

application of heptachlor, only one dead bird, an Eastern
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Bluebird, was found. Rosene (1965) stated that nc bluebirds

were found on an area treated with heptachlor, while three
i

were seen on the untreated area. Thus the hypothesized
effect of pesticides on bluebird nunbers has neither been

supported nor refuted by field studies.

ggggg ggtivitigs
The affects of hunan activities on population levels of

the Eastern Bluebird have been discussed by Pinkowski
(1974). He listed the following as huaan activities

detrimental to bluebirds: dead tree renoval, forest fire

suppression, clearcutting, the fire ant control progran and

pesticides in general, and noneculture. Furthernore, he

concluded that, “...the Eastern Bluebird is presently

linited in its range and distribution by the absence of

areas which satisfy both its feeding and nesting

require•ents." (p. 433). Wallace (1959:193) likewise

concludes, ”Perhaps the key to the whole problem lies in the

widespread loss of favorable habitat fron all causes.”
i

Power (1966) suggested that there has been a similar,

decline in the population levels of the Mountain Bluebird

(gialjg gggggggiggg). He concluded that the highly
specialized nesting requirenents of the Mountain Bluebird

have nade it a relatively unadaptable species, and

environnental changes have led te low pepulation nunbers.
‘
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However, he also stated, “The various possible causes of the

alleged Mountain Bluebird population decliue discussed
herein are largely unsupported by direct evidence“ (p. 369).

Theälnsliet
In 1971 Sggggggg SSSQS initiated the Blue List.

Species named to the Blue List ”...have recently or are
U

currently giving indications of non-cyclical declines er
range contractions, ...“ (Auen. 1971:948). Species,

“...which for reasons of effects ef chenicals on breeding

biology, reduction of breediug or wintering habitat,

predator problems (including nau) er other causes, are new·

er seen to be·substantially reduced in uunbers, either

regionally or throughout their range“ (ÄDO¤• 1971:948), are

included ou the Blue List.

All three species of Siglia were included en the Blue
List for 1971, the Eastern Bluebird, the aeuntain Bluebird,

and the Western Bluebird (Siglgg gexiggga) (Anon. 1971).

The Blue List for 1973 again included all three species of

S;Sl;g (Arbib 1972). As pointed out by Pinkowski (1974),

Siggi; was the only genus, except for those with only one

species, to be eutirely represented on the Blue List for
i

1971.

Io Siggi; species were included on the Blue List for

1974 (Arbib 1973). The Mountain Bluebird was included eu

the Blue List for 1975 (Arbib 1974). The Western Bluebird
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l
was listed as a ”possible future candidate“ (p. 974); no
mention was made of the Eastern Bluebird. The Blue List for

1976 once again included the Mountain Bluebird. The Eastern

and Western Bluebirds were listed as ”future candidates”

(Arbib 1975:1071).

Nesging Qgology
“

Cavity nesting birds are generally classified as
primary cavity nesters or secondary cavity nesters. Primary

cavity nesters have the ability to excavate their own

cavities. Secondary cavity nesters possess lisited or no
excavating capabilities and lust rely on cavities sade by
prisary cavity nesters such as woodpeckers or naturally
occurring cavities forsed by fire, lighting, or natural

decay (Balda 1975). The Eastern Bluebird is thns classified

as a secondary cavity nesting species, and as such has been

known to nest in a wide variety of nest sites as sussarized

below.

Ess!. §.l;s.§
The following trees have contained cavities in which

bluebirds nested: oak, pine (gings spp.), el: (glggg Spp•),

willow (ggli; spp.), cherry (Prungs spp.), pear (gyggg
i

spp.), birch (ßetgla spp.) (Pinkowski 1974), apple (Keesler

1921), sycasore (Morgan 1913), plus (Pgugus dongstica)
i

(Hegner 1906), pecan (gggyg (Houck and

oliver1954),cypress (Cupressus spp.), and chinaberry (gglig
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gg€d&I&Ch) (ucllhenny 1943).

i

Pinkowski (1974) records the following concerning nest

cavities in trees: approxinately half (45 percent) were

found in oaks; seventy•five percent were in woodpecker holes

(See below); nineteen percent were in knotholes and cavities

resulting fron natural decay; seven percent of the nest

cavities resulted fron fire·caused decay; ten of 74 nests

were located in trees which were alive; in all but two of
these, the linb containing the nest was dead.

Another natural structure which has been known to
contain bluebird nests is old, rotted stunps (Claude 1912,

Sawyer 1919, Harper 1926, Karr 1968). 0ther “natural“

structures which say contain bluebird nests are telephone

poles (Ferguson 1936) and fenceposts (HGQDGI 1899, Howell

1932:362).
i

Bluebirds often nest in cavities nade by woodpeckers

(Pinkowski 1974). Those woodpecker species whose cavities
have been used by bluebirds include the Conuon Flicker
(Counét and Adkisson 1974), Red•bellied Hoodpecker (Cgnturus

§¤§OlQQQS), Red·headed loodpecker (uglagggggs

ggythgogephalgg) (ucllhenny 1943), Hairy Hoodpecker (Housley

1916), Downy Foodpecker (Pettingill 1936), and Red·cockaded

loodpecker (Dennis 1971).
N

Two instances have been recorded of bluebirds nesting

in an active Cliff Swallow (ggtgcchglidog Q1£§QQg0t&) colony 1
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(Herman 1935, Preston 1938). In each case the bluebirds

were successful at least to the point of having nestlings in

the nest. In one case (Her an 1935) the bluebirds had

apparently ousted the pair of swallovs and then taken over

the nest. In the second instance (Preston 1938) the

bluebirds nested in an old nest which was not being used by
the Cliff Snallows.

A variety of nan—nade "cavities" have been used hy

nesting bluebirds. Reed (1915) and Cole (1921) both record

bluebirds nesting in nail boxes.» Reed (1915) also reported

bluebirds nesting in an old oil can on the top of a street
lanp. A nest in an earthern jar lying on its side on the
ground contained four eggs (Townsend 1916). In corsicana,

Texas, bluebirds nested in a hole in an iron post in the
city cenetery; five young vere fledged (Hagar 1930).

Stevenson (1932) reported that bluebirds nested in an old

coffee pot vhich was hanging on the side of a barn. Laskey

(1971) noted that a pair of bluebirds nested in one
conpartnent of a concrete block in a house under

construction. The nest vas about twenty feet fron ground

level, and three young were fledged.
6

An unusual bluebird nest was reported by Sprunt (19¤6).
i

The nest was not in a cavity, but vas ”...saddled on the

horizontal linb of an oak tree“ (p. 95) on the canpus of

·Clemson College, South Carolina. The nest was H n to 5 n
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above the ground and 5 m out from the trunk on a branch

which overhung a ”nuch frequented street.“

An interesting account of bluebird nests in Bernuda was

given by Reid (1880:175), “I have found then comnonly in

holes in old guarries or roadside cuttings; also in crevices
of walls; in rocks, even when sone little distance fron the

shore; in holes in trees; on the branches of trees; in stove

and water pipes;...in the folds of a canvas awning...; and

in several other curious situations...It occasionally drives
the Red Bird, Cardinalig gigginiaggs fron its nest even
after eggs have been laid and uses it for a foundation for
its own.“ Bourne (1958:128) interpreted this account as

follows, “uy
eventual interpretation of this record was that

when the Bluebird [sic] was unusually abundant in Betnuda it
appears to have been forced to adopt an unusual variety of

nest sites, including unusually open ones.*

Only recently have neasurenents of natural nesting

cavities been reported. Conner and Adkisson (1970) reported

the following concerning seven nests located in standing
dead trees: The dead trees were 23.618.0 cn in dianeter at
breast height (DBB) and 133.9179.7 n fron nature woodlands;

nest cavities were 17.113.9 cn in dianeter and 3.311.0 n

above the ground; entrances to nest cavities ranged fron

0-12 cn in dianeter. Heasurenents of natural cavities were

also reported by Pinkowski (1970, 1976). ·
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Pinkowski (1974) also reported the fcllowing concerning

nest site selection. Bluebirds select nest cavities which

are visible fros a distance and can be observed froa a

conspicuous perch; nest sites surrounded by tall trees are
rejected. Nest cawities used for susser nests averaged

higher than spring nests (ß.Ot3•5 n vs. 3.012.2 n).
The behavioral patterns involved in the actual

selection of a nest site by a pair of bluebirds has been
described by Krieg (1971) and is snssarized below. The

basic nest site selection process involves the advertisenent

of several potential nest sites by the male and the eventual

acceptance of one of these sites by the female for the
actual nest site.

Krieg (1971) used the ters nest desonstration display

to describe this advertisesent of the nest site by the sale.

The display consists of the nale flying to and perching by

the nest box (cavity) entrance with his tail and wings

spread, revealing the blue color of the back. The nale say

also put his head in and out of the entrance hole in rapid

succession and eventually enter the box (cavity). other

behavioral patterns associated with this display are wing— I

lifting and wing•waving in which the wings are soved up and

down away fros the body. The display is also accospanied by
s

song.
II
I

I_.__r__l___________._.._.._.._.._.._.._...................................;
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1•;..;.na¤S1 Eeeitein
nescriptions of bluebird nesting habitat are for the

nost part descriptive rather than quantitative. The
“...nesting site is near some open field or in a grass-grown
orchard where it finds a hollow branch or an old

woodpecker•s hole...” (Forbush and May 1925:385). Kendeigh
‘ (19üS) described the Eastern Bluebird as chiefly a forest-

edge species.
“The Bluebird [sic] requires a nest environment with

open grassy places, spacious lawns, neadcws, abandoned

fields, pasture or fallow lands, or the nargin of thin

woods. Bluebirds can live neither in dense woods, nor in

closely built residential sections of towns,“ (Thonas

19ß6:1u6 ). Wallace (1959) noted that the blnebird in
A

Michigan was largely restricted to jack pine (giggg

bagksiaga) areas of the northern connties and renote,

abandoned, or uncultivated farnlands.

Pinkowski (197ß) stated that in the tenprate deciduous

forest region the best natural habitat for the Eastern

Bluebird is that found in a wooded area following a fire.

Lloyd (1938:1057) also noted that fire nay create suitable
1 nesting habitat for bluebirds and House Wrens which

*...appear as if fron nowhere, building their nests soon

after enbers have cooled.” In addition, open woodlands of

pine and oak in which the ground cover is sparse and dead
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lower branches provide feeding perches were also

satisfactory (Pinkowski 1974).
Clearcuts have been found to create suitable bluebird

nesting habitat (Conner and Adkisson 1974). Standing dead
snags in clearcuts can create suitable nesting habitat for

at least 12 years following clearcutting operations. Other
hunan activities beneficial to hluebirds are the erection of
fences, the creation of orchards and pastures, the planting

of fruit•bearing shrubs, and lawn moving (Pinkcvski 1974).

The critical nesting habitat requirements cf the
Eastern Bluebird are the least known aspects of its ecology.

The availability of a suitable nesting cavity, be it nest
box, or natural cavity, is the nost inportant elenent in the

selection of the nesting territory (Krieg 1971). This is

also true for other cavity nesting species such as the Pied

Flycatcher (guscicapa hypglgugg) and the Great Tit (gaggg
a

gajgg) (von Haartnan 1957).

In addition to the nest site, potential bluebird

nesting habitat aust contain adequate feeding perches and

sparse ground ccver in order to neet foraging requirenents

(Krieg 1971, Pinkowski 1974). Ho one has yet deterained

exactly what is a “suitable” nest cavity, an *adequate“ 1

nunber of feeding perches, or ”sparse* ground cover.
i

Since potential bluebird nesting habitat nust meet

foraging requirenents, it is appropriate to discuss bluebird
i

1

1
g _ _ __ i_i___________l__l__l_._.______.l___.._.._..„..._.l_......i..i..l.J
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foraging behavior. The following sumnary of the foraging
behavior of Eastern Bluebirds is taken from Pinkowski

(1977), except where otherwise indicated.
Bluebirds forage in relatively open areas and use a

lookout perch to locate prey on the ground. Dropping, or
flydown (Goldman 1975), is the most coamon foraging tactic

used by bluebirds. After prey is located on the ground the
bird “drops“ to the ground and seizes its prey with the
bill. Other foraging tactics include flycatching, which
involves capturing aerial insects by short flights into the
air froa a perch, and gleaning, which occurs when the bird

lands on and removes prey from the foliage and branches of
trees and shrubs, or the main trunks of trees. Flight·
gleaning is a modification of the dropping tactic in which,

after locating prey, the bird descends toward the ground but

reaains in flight while plucking prey fron vegetation.
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Data were collected over two breeding Seasons, 1976 and
·

1977. The study area enconpassed portions of the following

counties in southwestern Virginia: Hontgonery, Giles, Craig,
Roanoke, and Pulaski. All nest sites were within a 32-kn
radius of Blacksburg, Virginia.

4

lee; Lesasisn
Early in the investigation it was realized that several

areas, such as rural areas and portions of the Jefferson

National Forest recently clearcut, night support nesting

bluebirds. However, it also becane apparent that nuch tine

would be spent in travel, and a conpromise had to be nade

between searching areas differing in habitat and possibly

sacrificing saaple size. Since other investigators had
previously reported on bluebirds nesting in wooded areas
(Conner and Adkisson 1970, Pinkowski 1970, 1976), it was
decided to concentrate the najority of effort in rural farn

6
areas, including abandoned farnland.

The 1976 breeding season was spent indentifying and
locating roads through rural areas. This was done prinarily
through the use of topographic uaps and in conversation with

those faniliar with local land uses. Once these roads were

located they were driven and the presence or absence of

bluebirds noted. The najority of these roads were county

Secondary roads with a low traffic volune, thus facilitating
i

26



27thesearch for bluebirds. Individual bluebirds were nost
often discovered perched on utility lines or along
fencerows. uales were often. located because of their
vocalizations. Once individual birds were spotted they were
observed in order to deternine the location of the nest.

An effort was also nade to search for nests away iron
roads. This was done by scanning fencerows and utility
wires with binocnlars and by searching along fencerows on
foot. Scanning fencerows and utility wires with binoculars

was done aore or less incidentally to driving along roads.
This nethod was used at certain places along secondary roads

where there was sufficient room to park the research vehicle

and potential or likely·looking bluebird nesting habitat
nearby.

Scanning with binoculars, in effect, extended the

search fron a distance linited by the naked eye and ear to
the limit of the ability of the binocular to resolve the
inage of a bluebird. The foraging behavior of the Eastern

Bluebird, sitting on a conspicuous perch in the open and
characteristically dropping to obtain prey and returning to

the perch, aided in identifying bluebirds at a distance. ·

Access, i. e. landowner pernission, was obtained at

four locations away frow roads where there was a large

expanse of pasture surrounded by fencerows. These fencerows

were searched on foot and each fencepost was observed for
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the presence of nest cavities and/or nesting birds.

Indian Run, a subdivision adjacent to Blacksburg town

linits, was also searched for bluebirds in both years by

driving roads through the area and on foot. This area was
l

once a large farm but had been sold and subdivided into 2 ha

(5 ac) lots. The area searched for bluebirds was generally

abandoned pasture undergoing secondary succession. A few
i

rennant fenceposts still stood and there were scattered

woodlots prinarily coaposed of black locust (ggginig
i

pgggdgagacig). Thus, the area was similar in habitat and
plant species conposition to Radford Army Annunition Plant

A

(hereafter RAAP).

Individual nest sites were located as follows. If a
pair of bluebirds was located, they were observed closely

N ·

during foraging. once the bird had obtained a food iten,
i

the bird•s use of the iten usually revealed whether the bird
was involved in nesting activities. If the bird failed to
swallow the food item after preparation, it was assumed that

a nest containing nestlings was nearby. The bird was
observed until it went to the nest with the food iten. If

the bird swallowed the food itea, it was then possible that
either the bird was not involved in nesting activties, or

that a nest nearby contained eggs. Thereafter observations
i

were concentrated on the feaale in the hope that she would

return to the nest to continue incubation of the eggs. In
I
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sone cases the presence or location of the nest could not be
deternined during the period of observation and the sighting

of the birds was noted for future surveys, Likewise, the

sighting of individual birds, particularly vocalizing nales,

vas noted, ·

During the 1977 breeding season, only those areas in

which bluebirds were nost efficiently located, a subjective
estinate of the most birds seen per niles traveled and tine
spent, were revisited to be included in the data collection

for that year, rn addition, an effort was nade to locate

nests within RAAP, an area which night provide bluebird

nests in a different habitat type than rural areas with a

nininal expenditure of travel tine,

The New River Plant of the RAAP located in Pulaski

County near Dublin, Virginia, was searched for bluebirds

throughout the breeding season of 1977, Prelininary

observations of a bluebird nest were nade in July 1976, thus

it seened possible that other bluebird nests night be

located within the area, The Iew River Plant of the RAAP is

an 826 ha area enclosed hy a 2,3 n cyclone fence, The area

consists of large opn tracts of rolling abandoned
pastureland with scattered Eastern redcedars Qgggiggggg

giggigiggap and considerable broonsedge (gggggpgggg
i

vigginiggsy, hardvood woodlots, and an 81 ha pine

plantation, An extensive systen of roads perneates the
'
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area. All woodlots within RAAP were searched on foot for

bluebirds in the early spring (late April•early Hay). In

addition, bluebirds were also searched for by driving

through the area at a slow speed, looking for bluebirds on

conspicuous perches and listening for vocalizations.
During the 1976 season the location of bluebird nests

and observations on nesting success and interspecific
interaction were recorded. In 1977 daily records were kept

of all observations of bluebirds in the field.

Data were collected from all nest cavities used in both
the 1976 and 1977 breeding seasons. Table 1 lists those

i
paraaeters obtained fron nest cavities. Structure refers to
that which contained the nest cavity. In this investigation
this was a tree or fencepost. Height of cavity entrance was

taken as the perpendicular distance froh the ground to the
botton of the cavity entrance. Outside dianeter of the

structure at cavity entrance and cavity bottom was neasured

te the nearest 0.2 cn with a steel diaaeter tape. All other
linear neasurenents were nade to the nearest nillineter with
a steel tape.

i

bianeter of cavity entrance was the vertical and

horizontal dimensions of the cavity entrance. A stiff, but

flexible, wire was used to aeasure internal cavity diaaeter,

which consisted of four measurenents, two taken at both the
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Table 1. Parameters obtained from natural nest cavities of
Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia, 1976-
1977.

Type of structure containing nest cavity (fencepost or tree)

If structure was tree, live or dead, species, DBH, height

cavity origin (woodpecker or natural decay)

Total height of structure

Height of cavity entrance

Diameter of structure at cavity entrance

Diameter of structure at cavity bottom

nianeter of cavity entrance

Internal cavity diameter at cavity entrance

Internal cavity diameter at cavity bottom

Cavity depth

Distance from bottom of cavity entrance to cavity bottom

Orientation of entrance
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cavity entrance and cavity bottom. Cavity depth was the

distance froa the highest point in the cavity to the cavity

botton and was aeasured with a weighted line. The distance

fron the bottoa of the cavity entrance to the bottoa of the
cavity vas aeasured in a siailar fashion. Orientation of
the entrance was deternined with a conpass. Any debris,

particularly nesting material, vas reaoved fron the cavity

before internal cavity neasurenents were taken. Inspection

of the cavity interior was facilitated by a modified
flashlight device as described by Seidensticker and Kilhaa

· (1969).
l

Cavity volune was deteruined fron the internal cavity

paraaeters, internal diaaeter and cawity depth. The cavity

interior was assuued to be cylindrical in shape and the
foraula for the volune of a cylinder was used to calculate
cavity voluae. The average of the four neasurenents of

internal dianeter, divided by two, was used as the radius,

r. Cavity depth and distance fron entrance to cavity bottom

were used as height, h, in the fornula to calculate cavity

volune and cavity volume below entrance, respectively.

Individual nest cavities are referred to by a numeral
and a letter. The nuneral was assigned to the cavity in

consecutive order of discovery beginning vith 1 for the
first cavity discovered, 2 for the second, and so on. The

letter assigned to the cavity indicates the year of the
1
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investigation in which it was used, A for 1976 and B for
1977. Since nost data were collected in 1977, that year was

used as the basis for referring to a cavity used during both

years of the study.

ggg; Habitat

The habitat surrounding nest sites utilized during 1977
was analyzed by sanpling vegetation within a 0.05 ha circle
around the nest. The sanpling technique was a coubination
of techniques previously used for forest birds (Ja¤es and

Shugart 1970) and grassland birds (Wiens 1969). A nylon

cord 12.6 n long, the radius of a 0.05 ha circle, was used

to delineate the boundary of the circle and two transects,

perpendicular to each other, with the center of the circle

and transects at the nest. The orientation of the first

transect was established by convertiug a three•diqit nunber

fron a randon nunbers table to an azinuth; the second

transect was then established perpendicular to the first.
0

The cord was narked off into five equal lengths, and these

five points were used to establish ten sanple points along

each transect, a total of 20 saaple points per circle.

At each sample point the following was recorded: the

presence or absence of canopy cover deteruined by sighting

overhead through a sighting tube, and the presence or

absence of ground cover deternined by contact of the sanple

point with herbaceous vegetation. In addition, a metal rod
l‘
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6.4 am in diameter was lowered vertically into the
vegetation and the nunber of contacts with herbaceous

vegetation per 10 cn interval along the rod was recorded.

Two points 0.3 n on either side of a sanple point were
sanpled with the aetal rod, a total of 40 points per circle.

The following data were recorded for all trees within

the circle: dianeter at breast height (DBB), neasured to

the nearest 0.2 cn with a steel dianeter tape; height,

neasured to the nearest 0.3 a with an Abney level; and

species. The number and speciesl of all shrubs, woody stens
less than 5 cn DBH, encountered in two arnslength transects

along the saapling lines were also recorded. Sanpling nest
i

habitat was generally done as soon as possible after the

coapletion of a nesting attenpt. Saapling followed the

fledging of young after successful nesting attenpts, or the

interruption of a nesting attenpt at unsuccessful nest

sites.

2tilizes1lsa.i.i.1tv¤ ärese
During the 1977 breeding season an atteapt was made to

delineate the utilized activity space of adult birds during
i

the nestling stage. The tern Tutilized activity space" is
explained below. The tern territory is classically defined

h
as ”any defended area" (Noble 1939:267). Thus, as discussed

by Ieeden (1965), this tern should be applied only to

observations of defense. Ieeden (1965) aeasured the space
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used by a male bird in a clearly defined tine interval and
used the terus "daily activity space" and "total activity

space" to describe the phenomena she observed. The

observations in this investigation should most precisely be
terned "daily utilized activity space-nestling stage,"
hereafter "utilized activity space".

In order to aap the utilized activity space in the
least anount of tiae yet yield valid and standardized
observations, it was necessary to deternine when the adult

2

birds were nost actively feeding young, so as to obtain the
greatest anount of data in a specified tine priod.
Pinkowski (1974) deterained that the feeding rate of the

young by the adults was greatest between day 10 and day 17

of the nestling stage. Also, the cessation of diurnal

brooding by the feaale occurred between day 10 and day 13 of
1

the nestling stage. Therefore, an attenpt was nade to

observe nests within this tine period, as deternined by

observations of the nest throughout the earlier stages of

the nesting cycle. Pinkowski (1974) also reported that the

diurnal feeding rate was greatest between 0800-1300 hours

(EST). Therefore, realizing the geographical differences in
the study areas, a four-hour observation period between

0800-1200 hours (DST) was used to standardize observations.

The field aethods were as follows. Prior to the Statt
1

of the four·hour observation period a rough sketch nap of
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the general area in the vicinity of the nest was made noting

such features as trees, roads, and fencerows. This sketch

nap was later enlarged as needed. Once the period of

observation began, all najor changes in the location of the
« adult birds were noted. These observations were nunbered

consecutively and separate observations of adult nale and

adult feaale were noted. Particular attention was paid to
how the birds utilized the habitat, especially areas used

tor foraging. Other observations such as inter· or

intraspecific interaction, renoval of fecal sacs, presence

of fledglings fron previous nesting atteapts, and other
i

species seen in the activity space were also noted during
the four hour period.

At the end of the observation period, the outernost

points on the sketch nap were connected, subject to

observations of the actual area utilized by the birds. The

points were not joined to forn a regular polygon, instead

the points were joined to include areas utilized and exclude

areas not utilized by the birds. Once the boundaries of the

utilized area were deternined, the bearings of theboundarylines

were deterained using a hand—held forester°s conpass, '

and the distances between points were neasured with a steel

tape. Slope degree was neasured with an Abney level and

ground distances were corrected to horizontal distances. It

was then possible to produce an accurate map of the
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boundaries of the utilized activity space. The area of the

‘activityspace was then deternined using a conpensating

polar planineter.

äretietisal ßresednres
Sinple descriptitve statistics such as neans and

standard errors of the :ean were calculated by conputer,

using the Statistical Analysis Syste: (SAS) of Barr et al.

(1976). A discrininant lfunction analysis was used to
w discover differences in cavity dinensions. Discrininant

function analysis is a nultivariate statistical procedure
which distinguishes between two or :ore groups using a

collection of variables that neasure characteristics on

which the groups are expected to differ (Nie et al. 1975).
The analysis was perforned using the PROC DISCRIH option of

SAS (Barr et al. 1976).

Pearson correlation coefficients anong nest cavity

dinensions were calculated by the Statistical Package for

the Social Sciences (SPSS) of Nie et al. (1975). Data on

cavity entrance orientation were analyzed using a chi·square

goodness of fit test, the wenn angular direction, and a

paranetric two-sanple test as described by Batschelet (1965)i
and Zar (197ß). Differences in neans were tested for

significance using a two·tailed Student's t·test.

i
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ggg; ggvitieg

hess Leserin;A
total of 47 natural nest sites of Eastern Bluebirds

was discovered in this investigation. Table 2 presents
thenunberof nests discovered by each method of search in rural
areas and at RAAP. Approxinately one-half (57 I) of the
nests were discovered by driving along rural reads. In nost
cases these nests were in fenceposts in fencerows that ran

parallel to the road. In addition, bluebirds were highly
visible as they perched on utility wires which also ran
parallel and adjacent to the highway. However, it should be
pointed out that nost of the tine spent searching for

bluebird nests was spent driving along roads. Thus, it is

not known whether the large proportion of nests discovered

using this technique was indicative of bluebirds being
concentrated along roadsides or a result of nore tine being

spent using this nethod.

searching fencerows on foot produced relatively few

nests for the amount of tine spent. Areas searched on foot

included two areas along Bishop Road, another along Rt. 624

near the intersection of Rt. 624 and Et. 697, and the fourth

on Rt. 785 near the confluence of Hill Creek and the North

38
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Table 2. Number of natural nest sites of Eastern Bluebirds
discovered by method of search in rural areas and
at RAAP in southwestern Virginia, 1976-1977.

Scanning with Reported
Driving road binocular On foot hy others

Rural areas 27 6 2 5
RAAP 6 0 1 0

Total 33 6 3 5



aoForkef the Roaneke River. The fencerows were searched on

foot and only one bluebird nest and two starling nests were

discovered, both at the site on Rt. 62ß. ·

Searching woedlets on foot within BAAP was likewise

relatively unproductive. One additional nest was discovered
using this nethod. Six nests (86 I) within RAAP were
discovered by driving the reads through the area. However,

nest nest sites at RAAP were not adjacent to reads.

The final bluebird nest discovered by searching on feet

was at Indian Run. A pair ef bluebirds had been seen in the

area and it was suspected that they were nesting there.

Several fencerows, some with fencepost cavities, were

searched on foot, but the nest site was discovered by

accident as the fenale was flushed fron the nest in the
‘

trank of a black locust as the observer walked along a

fencerow nearby.

of the nests whose location was reported by others,

three were in fenceposts adjacent to reads and were

discovered as the individuals drove past then, one was

adjacent to a schoelyard and was discovered by persons

attending a picnic there, and the final nest was behind the

house of the person who reperted it.

Several nests of other cavity nesting species were

discovered in fencerows incidental to searching for bluebird

nest cavities. These included six Starling uests, and one
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each of chickadee, House Hren, and Coamon Flicker. The

flicker nest cavity was occupied by the flickers during the

1976 breeding season, and by Starlings during 1977.

A sunaary oft the reads which were surveyed for the

presence of bluebirds is given in Table 3. Rests discovered
by driving reads were located adjacent to these reads.

Uests discovered by the other nethods were, in most cases,

not far fron these highways. A nore conplete description of
the actual portions of the highways surveyed and the general

location of bluebid nests appears in Appendix Table I.
gavity structure erg Orrgin

Only two types of structures were found to contain

bluebird nest cavities, fenceposts and trees. Thirty·seven

(78X) of the natural nest cavities used by Eastern Bluebirds
were in fenceposts. Penceposts that contained nest cavities

were in all cases part of a fencerow bordering a cropfield,
pasture, hayfield, or woodlot. Although the species of wood

of fenceposts was not deterained, most were probably nade

frcn black locust, which is coanonly used for fenceposts in

the area. Fenceposts containing bluebird nest cavities
stood generally upright, i. e. perpendicular to the ground.

Two fenceposts that leaned considerably were used by nesting

bluebirds.

several landowners were informally interviwed in order
to deternine the general age of fenceposts that contained



42Table3. Summary of surveys for the presence and/or nesting
activity of Eastern Bluebirds along roads in
southuestern Virginia, 1976-1977.

Road Bluebirds present- Bluebirds present-but
nest discovered no nest discovered

7552''°°°'ESS" TQ3;°°''”'°'°ESS"

Bishop Road! 02 X3 X X

Indian Run X 0 X 0
Glade Road X 0 O X
Shadow Lake Road X X 0 0

ueadovbrook Drive 0 X X X

Tom's Creek Road 0 X 0 X

603-622-629* X --5 X —-

723 X O X X

785 X X X X
624 -- X -- X

700 0 -- X --
602 X -- X --
685 X X X X

601 X X X X
Va. Route 42 -- X ·· X

642-643 O -- O ·-
657-808 0 -- X •-

603-604 O ·• X ··
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Table 3. Summary of surveys for the presence and/or nesting
activity of Eastern Bluebirds along roads in
southwestern Virginia, 1976-1977 (continued).

Road Bluebirds present- Bluebirds present-but
nest discovered no nest discovered

1976 1977 1976 1977

663 -- X -- 0

621 -- 0 -- X

(Poverty Creek) 0 -- X •-

1 Roads within Blacksburg city limits are designated by
name.

2 “0“ indicates the road was surveyed and no bluebird
activity found.

3 ”X” indicates the road was surveyed and hluebird
activity as described was encountered.• County secondary roads are designated by a three-
digit numeral greater than 600; primary roads by a
two-digit numeral.

5 "--" indicates the road was not surveyed.
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nest cavities. Most landowners either did not know the age

of the fenceposts or said the fenceposts were already in

place when they had purchased the property. One landowner

indicated the general age of a fencepost containing a nest

cavity to be approxinately forty years.

Tree linbs and trunks contained 22 percent of the

natural nest cavities. Included in this broad category of

trees is one nest cavity in a stunp that had recently been

sawed off and another in a dead tree which was broken off

above the cavity entrance. Of the ten nest cavities in

trees, eight were within RAAP and two were in rural areas.
Species, DBH, height, and condition of trees containing

nest cavities are presented in Table M. Three nests were in

black locust and black cherry (Pggggs gggotigag, one in a

honey locust (cleditsia tggagagthgs), and one in an ash

(gggxings spp.). Tree species could not be deternined in

two cases. Nest cavities were found in about equal numbers.
i

in living and dead trees. Nest cavities were located in the

nain trank of trees (N=5) and in linbs (u=5). All linb

cavities were in dead linbs, regardless of whether the tree

was live or dead.

Table 5 presents the origin of nest cavities for each

type of structure and for all cavities coahined. A

distinction should be nade here between the word ”natural“

as applied to nest cavities and *natural” as applied to
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Table 5. Origin of nest cavities of Eastern Bluebirds in
fenceposts and trees in southwestern Virginia,
1976-1977.

Origin

Hoodpecker Natural Unknown

Fencepost 34 O 3

Tree 9 1 O

Total 43 1 3

1
11
1

T
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cavity origin. Throughout this report the phrase ”natural

nest cavity“ refers to any cavity that is not a nest box or

otherwise ¤an·made, artificial cavity. “Natural* as applied

to origin refers to any natural process such as rot or decay

which night produce a cavity.

Forty·three nest cavities (91 Z) were nade by

woodpeckers. Two criteria which were used to classify a
cavity as having been made by woodpeckers were: 1) a very

well defined and roughly circular cavity entrance, and 2) a

unifornly round to gourd—shaped interior. Bluebirds have

been known to nest in the cavities of nost of the eastern

woodpeckers, and the cavities observed in this investigation
were nost likely made by Downy and Hairy loodpeckers. Three

nest cavities, two in trees and one in a fencepost, were

quite large and probably nade by Connon Plickers.
Natural decay produced one cavity observed in this

study. The cavity was in the trunk of a black locust, and

contained debris iron the rot. The entire bark layer around

the tree was decaying and loose. It is interesting to note

that other black locusts exanined during the course of this

study contained sinilar cavities, all apparently originating
fron natural decay.

The origin of (three nest cavities in fenceposts could

not be deternined. In two of these cavities, the

orientation of the entrance was upward, i. e. the cavities
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opened from the top, and this was the only entrance

available to the nesting birds. The third cavity had an
opening to the top, but a side entrance was used by the

nesting birds to enter and leave the cavity.

Cavity ggggg

The number of nesting atteupts by Eastern Bluebirds in

natural nest cavities in each year of the investigation is

presented in Table 6. It is evident fron the data presented

that aost nest sites were used only once and that few

cavities were used for a second or third nesting attenpt.
The total number of consecutive nesting attenpts in

those natural cavities observed during both years of the

study is presented in Table 7, with the sane pattern of one

nesting attenpt per cavity. Cavities in areas not surveyed
I

both years are not included in these data. of the 32 nest

sites observed during both years of the study only 5 (16I)

were used both years. A conplete list of all cavities and
A

their usage may be found in Appendix Table II.

The najor factor which precluded the usage of a cavity

during both years was the loss of or renoval of the cavity

structure. Four cavities were lost between the 1976 and

1977 breeding seasons, three fencepost cavities and one tree

lieb cavity. Two of the fencepost cavities were lost due to

the replacement of the fencepost containing the cavity. In

one case the fencepost had rotted away and broken off at
1I
I
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Table 6. Number of nesting attempts in natural nest
cavities of Eastern Bluebirds in southvestern
Virginia, 1976-1977.

Ne. of nesting attempts No. of nest cavities

1976 1977

1 19 22
2 1 6
3 2 1
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Table 7. Total number of consecutive nesting attenpts by
Eastern Bluebirds in natural nest cavities
observed both years in southwestern Virginia,
1976·1977.

No. of nesting attempts No. of nest cavities

1 22

2 7

3 1

4 1

5 1

11
1

l_(._.._...._............................................................e
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ground level. The second case involved a fencepost that was
rapidly deteriorating. The cavity was open to the top and
there were two other cavity openings facing different
directions in the side of the post. These feuceposts were
replaced between the 1976 and 1977 breeding seasons. A
third fencepost cavity was lost due to the rotting of the

post. In 1977, it appeared to be no longer suitable for

nesting by bluebirds, for the interior of the post had

rotted away and filled the cawity interior. The tree linb
cavity was lost after the dead linb containing it broke eff
at the cavity.

serif: Riaeesiens
The diaensions of all natural nest cavities used by

Eastern Bluebirds are presented in Table 8. An atteapt was
uade to obtain all 12 of the neasureuents taken in the field
froa all cavities used as nest sites. However, several tree

cavities were inaccessible because of their height or
position. The twelve neasurewents obtained in the field
freu each accessible natural nest cavity of Eastern

Bluebirds are presented in Appendix Table III, and are the
basis of the nean cavity dimensions. In conputing the mean
dinensions, the ebservations from each cavity were weighted

by the nunber of nesting attenpts in that cavity. Since the
nean dinensions of fencepost cawities and tree cavities were

i

in sone cases quite different, the diuensions for these
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cavities are presented in Table 9 and Table 10,

respectively.

During the course of observing bluebirds in the field,

nale bluebirds were frequently observed giving nest

denonstration display (see page 22) at fencepost cavities.

Sites where the display took place were in sone cases later

used as a nest site and in other cases they were never used

es a nest site. Hereafter, nest denonstration display sites

will refer to those cavities where the display was observed,

but which were not subsequently used es nest sites. The

nean dinensions of these cavities are presented in Table 11.

As reported previously, eight nest cavities used by

other avian species were discovered incidental to the search

for bluebird nests. In order to conpare the dinensions of
i

these nest cavities with blueibrd nest cavities, the mean

dinensions of the Sterling nest cavities are presented in

y Table 12, and Table 13 presents the dinensions of the single
i

nest cavities of the Connon Flicker, House Wren, and

chickadee.

A question one night ask upon exanination of the

various tables presenting cavity dinensions is, are there
significant differences anong any of the groups in cavity :
dinensions? In univariate statistics, this question would ä
be answered by perforning a series ef t·tests, one for each n

dinension and each pair of groups. However, to perforn this
i

I
1

A _ - .„...............................................................s
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series of t·tests, one would be essuning that each test is
independent of the other. However, the dinensions of all
bluebird cavities are correlated with each other, sone

significantly so (Table 1u). All other cavity groups show
sinilar correlations among the dinensions. Therefore,
univariate statistics are inappropriate for analyzing the
data, and discrininant function analyses were used.

Anelzeie Qi .e.i.1¤v°t Qieeneiene
‘ Discrininant function analysis was applied to the 16

variables obtained fron all of the nest cavities encounterd
during the study and to fencepost cavities used as nest

denonstration display sites by bluebirds. The great
disparity in the number of nest cavities for each group
placed certain linitations on the analysis and the
conclusions to be drawn frcn it. However, certain

interesting relaticnships were discovered enong the data.

This statistical procedure was first applied to the
data obtained fron fencepost cavities used as nest sites by

bluebirds and Starlings and nest denonstration display sites
by bluebirds. Only those cavities from which all of the
variables had been obtained could be used in the analysis.
Thus, the group sample sizes were 49, 5, and H for bluebird

fencepest cavities, nest denonstration display sites, and

Sterling fencepost cavities, respectively. The first step
was the choosing of a set of variables which it was thought
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would best discriminate among the groups. The snall number

of observations of demonstration sites and Starling nests

linited the nunber of variables to three, one less than the
snallest group sanple size of four. Field observations
suggested that these three groups seened to differ nost in
the height of the cavity entrance, the diaseter of the

cavity entrance, and in the interior dinensions of the
cavity.

The four variable sets used in the analysis were: 1)
height of cavity euttauca, entrance diameter, cavity volune;

2) height of cavity entrance, entrance dianeter, distance
fron entrance to cavity bottong 3) height of cavity

entrance, entrance dianeter, width of cavity interior at

entrance; and Q) height of cavity entrance, entrance

diaaeter, cavity depth. Each of these variables was used as

it was entered in the analysis and corresponded to the
variables of the same description as given in the tables
presenting cavity dimensions, except entrance dianeter,

which was the product of the two dinensions, cavity entrance
i

height and cavity entrance width. Two variables, height of
cavity entrance and entrance dianeter were connon to all
four variable sets; they differed only by the third

variable.

The actual statistical analysis was based on the

following: A vector of means of the three variables for
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each group; the covariance matrix for each group; and the

proportion of observations in the population, or prior

probability of nembership, for each group. Fron these a

posterior probability of neubership was calculated for each
observation and the observation was then classified as

belonging to that group for which the probability of
nembership was greatest. Hisclassified observations are
those that belong to one particular group in the original
data set, but are reclassified into another group by the

discrininant function analysis. The ability of the three
variables to discriminate anong the groups can then be based

on the nunber of misclassified observations. That variable

set with the smallest number of nisclassified observations

best discrininates anong the groups.

In the statistical analysis the vector of aeans and the

covariance matrix are based on the actual data set. The

proportion of observations in the population for each group

say or nay not be based on the data, depending on the nethod

of sampling. If all groups are randonly sampled, then the

proportion of observations in each group in the sample will

be the sane as the proportion of observations in each group

in the population. For exanple, in this set of data the

group sanple sizes are H9, S, and H. Thus the proportion

of observations in each group in the sanple is 0.8H, 0.09,

and 0.07. However, the groups were not randomly sanpled
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since the majority of searching was for bluebird nests and—
x

the other groups were observed incidental to that.
b

In the discrininant function analysis this proportion
of observations in each group affects the analysis as

follows. The larger the proportion of observations in a
group the greater is the probability of an observation being
classified into that group. Thus, if one particular group

has a greater proportion of observations or probability of
neabership in the original data set, it is less likely that
observations will be nisclassified fron this group into
another group.

Three different estiaates ot prior probabilities were
arbitrarily chosen and used in the analysis. One assuned

that randon sanpling had been used and thus the proportions

in the sanple were representative of the population. The
A

second estinate assuned that there were nore bluebird and

Starling nest cavities than denonstration sites, and that
bluebird nests and Starling nests were present in equal
numbers. Thus, the proportion of bluebird nest cavities,

nest denonstration sites, and Starling nest cawities were

0.45, 0.10, and 0.45, respectively. The third estiaate

assumed that the three groups were equally represented in

the population, thus the proportion of bluebird nest

cavities, nest demonstration sites, and Starling nest

cavities were 0.33, 0.33, and 0.33, respectiwely.
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A total of tvelve discrininant function analyses was

perforned, three different prior probabilities for each of

the four variable groups. The number of aisclassifications

for each of these analyses is presented in Table 15. Note

that for each variable set as the prior probahility for a

nest cavity belonging to the first group, i. e. a bluebird
nest cavity, decreased, the number of nisclassifications

increased. 0f the four variable groups, Variable Set2,
i

height of cavity entrance, entrance dianeter, and distance

froa entrance to cavity botton produced the fevest

nisclassifications and thus discrininated aaong the groups

better than the other variable conbinations. The next best

three·variable set for discrininating anong the groups vas

height of cavity entrance, entrance diaaeter, and cavity

depth, Variable Set3.

To better illustrate the statistical procedure, a
sunnary of a discrininant function analysis using the best
three·variable nodel and prior probabilities of 0.45, 0.10,

and 0.45, is presented in Table 16, taken directly fron the
· conputer printout. Note that each cavity is classified into

that group for which its posterior probability of aeabership
is greatest. The three nisclassifications include one

bluebird nest cavity classified as a denonstration site, and

one denonstration site classified as a bluebird nest cavity.
0nce a discriminant function analysis has been used to
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Table 16. Classification of Eastern Bluebird nest cavities,
nest demonstration display sites, and starling
nest cavities by discriminant function analysis
using three variables and prior probabilities of
0.05, 0.10, and 0.05, respectively.

Cavity From Classified Posterior probability of
N* into 8 membership in N

1 2 3

3B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
7B 1 1 0.505 0.000 0.095

10B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
12B 1 1 0.818 0.182 0.000
18B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
22B 1 1 0.968 0.000 0.032
20B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
25B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
26B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
27B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
28B 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
15A 1 32 0.000 0.115 0.080

5A 1 22 0.059 0.501 0.000
7A 1 1 0.972 0.028 0.000
9A 1 1 0.877 0.000 0.123

26A 1 1 0.752 0.208 0.000
19A 1 1 0.806 0.013 0.180
18A 1 1 0.980 0.020 0.000
17A 1 1 0.505 0.101 0.350
23A 1 1 0.725 0.135 0.100
25A 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
0B(2)3 1 1 0.876 0.120 0.000
5B(2) 1 1 0.731 0.122 0.107
6B(2) 1 1 0.928 0.072 0.000
8B(5) 1 1 0.996 0.003 0.001

11B(2) 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
10B(2) 1 1 0.997 0.003 0.000
15B(3) 1 1 0.653 0.307 0.000
19B(2) 1 1 0.819 0.009 0.172
21B(0) 1 1 0.980 0.016 0.000

8A(2) 1 1 1.000 0.000 0.000
3A(2) 1 1 0.939 0.000 0.061
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Table 16. Classification ef Eastern Bluebird nest cavities,
nest demonstration display sites, and starling
nest cavities by discriminant function analysis
using three variables and prior prubabilities of
0.45, 0.10, and 0.45, respectively (continued).

Cavity From Classified Posterior probability ofN3 into N membership in N
1 2 3

2D 2 2 0.237 0.763 0.000
1D 2 2 0.000 1.000 0.000
3D 2 12 0.782 0.210 0.008
4D 2 2 0.032 0.968 0.000
SD 2 2 0.184 0.816 0.000
SS 3 3 0.000 0.000 1.000
15 3 3 0.000 0.000 1.000
25 _3 3 0.003 0.000 0.997

4S 3 3 0.000 0.000 1.000

2 N=1 for bluebird nest cavities; N=2 for nest
demonstration display sites; N=3 for starling nest
cavities.

2 nisclassified observation.
3 Numbers in parentheses are veights applied to

observations based on the number of nesting attempts
in the cavity.
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distinguish among several known groups, additional
cbservaticns of unknown origin may be subjected to the

analysis and assigned to these groups. However, since there

were no data on unused nest cavities, ten observations were

randonly chosen fron the bluebird nest cavities and

subjected to this analysis. Renoving ten observations left

39 observations for bluebird nest cavities, with the five
denonstration sites and four Sterling nests as before. In

addition to the ten randoaly chosen bluebird nest cavities,

the data from the chickadee and House Wren nest cavities

were included in the analysis. The best three·variable
nodel for discrininating anong the groups was used along

with prior probabilities of 0.33, 0.33, and 0.33. The
results are presented in Table 17. Only two observations

were nisclassified, both fron a bluebird nest cavity to a

nest denonstration display site. FUIth8IlOI8, both the

chickadee and wren nest cavities were classified as bluebird

nest cavities.

A discriainant function analysis was also used to find
those variables which would best distinguish between

bluebird nest cavities in fenceposts and bluebird nest
cavities in trees. A cursory exanination of Table 9 and

Table 10, where the dinensions for these groups are

presented, reveals the following. First, it is obvious that

trees containing nest cavities are generally, if not always,
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Table 17. Classification of ten randomly chosen Eastern
Bluebird nest cavities and nest cavity used by
Chickadee and House Wren by discriminant function
analysis.

Cavity From Classified Posterior probability ofN1 into N membership in N

1 2 3

19B 1 1 0.782 0.042 0.175
11B 1 1 0.999 0.001 0.000

8B 1 1 0.988 0.012 0.000
25A 1 1 0.996 0.004 0.000
18A 1 1 0.925 0.075 0.000
17A 1 22 0.348 0.366 0.285
19A 1 1 0.780 0.055 0.165
7A 1 1 0.763 0.237 0.000
5A 1 22 0.010 0.990 0.000

12B 1 1 0.534 0.466 0.000
CH 5 12 1.000 0.000 0.000
HW 6 12 0.656 0.344 0.000

1 N=1 for bluebird nest cavities; N=2 for nest
demonstration display sites; N=3 for starling nest
cavities; N=5 for chickadee nest cavity; §=6 for
house wren nest cavity.2 Hisclassified observation.
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taller than fenceposts, thus, it would be trivial to include
the variable height of structure in the analysis. Secondly,
the entrance dianeter and the interior dinensions are

roughly siailar in the two groups.
Therefore, there appear to be only two variables which

night distinguish between the two groups, height of cavity
entrance, and either one of the variables of dianeter of

i

structure. A discriminant function analysis was perforned
using height of cavity entrance and dianeter of structure at
cavity entrance, with prior probabilities of 0.5 and 0.5,
assuning that fencepost nest cavities and tree nest cavities
are present in equal nunbers. The results of this analysis

were as follows: no fencepost nest cavities were
aisclassified as a tree nest cavity and only one tree nest
cavity was misclassified as a fencepost nest cavity. The

structure containing the misclassified tree nest cavity was
a snall dianeter standing dead snag which had broken off
just above the cavity entrance, thus it resesbled a

fencepost.

ggggggl cgndition Qi Esäi Séliiiää
During the neasurement of various cavity dimensions in

the field, observations on the general condition of the

cavity were made and recorded. As mentioned previously, an

attenpt was nade to establish the. approxiuate age of

fenceposts containing nest cavities by interviewing
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landowners, and one landowner indicated the approximate age
of a fencepost containing a nest cavity to be forty years.

Another indicator of age night be the general condition of

the fencepost or cavity. Host fencepost and tree cavities

were generally intact, perhaps indicating the relative

younger age of these cavities. However, several cavities

had additional holes or various other abnornalities, which

probably indicate the advanced age of both the fencepost and

cavity.

Host fencepost cavities had a single entrance in the

side of the cavity which was used by the adult birds to

enter and leave the cavity. Several other cavities had a

single entrance which opened to the top of the fencepost.

Six fencepost cavities had a side entrance used by the
I

adults, but were also open to the top. These openings were

roughly circular in shape and ranged in size fron 1.8 cn 1
5.2 cn to 6.0 cn 1 6.5 cn. At only one nest were the adult
bluebirds observed to use both entrances to the cavity.

Eight fencepost cavities had vertical slits in the wood,

some running from the top of the post to the botton of the

cavity, others only several centineters long. Eight

fencepost cavities also had other holes in the side of the

cavity in addition to the cavity entrance. Three cavities

each had two such holes. These holes were generally
circular in shape, ranging in size from 0.ü cn 1 1.9 cn to
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3.0 cm x 5.5 cm. One cavity had a loose, rotten base and

the fencepost was hollow below the cavity base.

Only one tree nest cavity showed such signs of age; the

cavity in a dead limb in a dead tree had a vertical slit
running along the back side of the cavity opposite the

cavity entrance. Two Starling fencepost cavities showed

similar signs of age, one post was open at the top, had a
2

slit 7.5 cn long along the length of the cavity and had
three holes in the side of the cavity in addition to the

cavity entrance. A second Starling fencepost cavity was

open at the top, in addition to the side entrance.
Another interesting observation concerned the presence

of projections of wood extending upward fron the base of the

cavity. One Starling nest cavity and one nest deaonstration

display site, both made by woodpeckers, had such
4

projections, which apparently resulted fron the inconplete

excavation of the cavity. No nest cavity used hy bluebirds
n had such projections.

gaoigy gaggaaoo Orientation

The orientation of entrances to bluebird nest cavities
in trees and in fenceposts is presented in Fig. 1. In
addition, the orientation of entrances to bluebird nest

denonstration display sites, Starling nest cavities, the i
chickadee nest, and the House Wren nest is illnstrated in I

Pig. 2. Two bluebird fencepost cavities and one Starling äL
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mean for all nest cavities ; #3 = mean for
fencepost nest cavities. „
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of other species in fenceposts in southwestern
Virginia, l976—l977. directions are indicated
as follows: #l = mean for Starling nest cavities;
#2 = mean for nest demonstration display sites.
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fencepost cavity had an upward exposure, i. e. the cavity
entrance was the open top of the fencepost.

Several approaches were used to analyze these data
statistically. First a chi·square goodness of fit test was
perforned, but it was discovered that the results of the
test depended upon the nunber of groups into which the
observations were divided. The test involved arbitrarily
choosing an interval length in degrees, deternining the
nunber of observations in each interval, and testing to see
if the observed nunber was significantly different from the
expected nunber at the 0.05 level. The expected frequency
assumed the observations to be unifornly distributed, thus,
there was an equal nunber of expected observations in each
interval. The results of these tests were as follows._ When
the interval length was 30, 60, or 90 degrees the test
failed to reject the hypothesis that the observations were
unifornly distributed. However, when the interval length
was H0 degrees the hypothesis that the observations were
unifornly distributed was rejected.

Further statistical analysis involved the computation
of a uean angle or nean direction of cavity entrances for
each group of data. The nean angle was conputed from the
angle of the entrance orientations, with due north as
thestartingpoint (0/360 degrees). The nean angle was based on
the sine and cosine of these angles and thus was independent
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of the choice of the starting point. Using this method it

was also possible to conpute a paraneter §, a neasure of

dispersion similar to the standard deviation, and Q, a

measure of the concentration about the nean direction. The

results of these computations are presented in Table 18. In

addition, the aan directions are illustrated in Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2. In general the mean angles had considerable

dispersion as illustrated by the rather large values of Q
and little or no concentration about the mean direction as

illustrated by the small values of Q. Host statitical tests

are not valid for such large values of §; however, a

paranetric two•sa¤ple test rewealed that there were no

significant differences in the mean direction of cavity

entrances between the following pairs of groups: bluebird

fencepost cavities and bluebird tree cavities; bluebird

fencepost cavities and bluebird nest denonstration display

sites; bluebird fencepost nest cavities and Starling

fencepost nest cavities.

Qggg Habitat

Twenty·five 0.05 ha circles around 21 different nest

sites were sampled during the 1977 breeding season. At four

nest sites used for more than one nesting attenpt, the

surrounding habitat was sanpled twice during the breeding

season, to detect any changes in nest habitat.
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Table 18. Mean direction of entrances to nests of cavity
nesting birds and demonstration display sites
used by Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern
Virginia, 1976·1977.

Mean
N direction S1 R2

Bluebird nests 09 809 1129 0.1096
(fenceposts)

Bluebird nests 11 329 899 0.2981
(tree)

All bluebird nests 60 699 1099 0.1616

Demonstration sites 7 2369 709 0.0300

Starling nests 5 719 689 0.0916

1 “S” is a measure of dispersion, the mean angular
deviation. It has properties similar to the standard
deviation (Batschelet 1965).

2 ”R" is a measure of dispersion, the concentration
about the mean direction. Its value ranges from 0
to 1; the higher the concentration the closer "R“
is to the value 1 (Batschelet 1965).
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äenerel Qeeerineien ef äaniief
Of the 21 nest sites sampled, 15 (71%) of the nest

cavities were in fenceposts. Nine sites were directly

adjacent to reads, i. e. the fencerow containing the

fencepost cavity ran parallel to the road. Fencerews tended

to divide the habitat snrrounding the nest inte two er nore

different types, with dissinilar vegetation en one side of

the fence as opposed to the other side. Roadside habitat

adjacent to nest cavities generally consisted of a swath of

herbaceous vegetation either newed er unnowed, and the

surfaced highway proper. At eight ef the nine nest sites

adjacent te reads the habitat on the side of the fence away

from the road consisted of actively grazed pasture. In the

one reaaining case, the field was nowed regularly.

The remaining six nest cavities in fenceposts included

two sites with a planted alfalfa (usdagagg sagiva) field on

one side and nowed field on the other; one with actively

grazed pasture on one side and a nowed field en the other

side; one completely surrounded by actiwely grazed pasture;

one with three·fourths old field and ene•fourth cultivated

cern (aaa gays); and one with one·half old field, ene·fourth

cern field, and ene·feurth nowed field.

Of six nest sites in tree cavities sanpled at RAAP, two

were adjacent to reads. One nest was in a tree stunp at the

end of a row of trees adjacent te a road; one was in a
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standing dead snag beside a road. Two of the renaining

nests were in living trees at the edge of small woodlots;

one was in a dead tree at the edge of a pond; and one was in

a small dead tree surrounded by free growing herbaceous

vegetation.

Tgggg ggg Sggubs

A total of 1u trees was within the 0.05 ha circle at

the 21 nest sites sanpled, or 0.6710.29 (neantsß) trees per

nest site. Only six of 21 nest sites (28I) had trees within

the circle, four of six sites (67S) at RAAP, and only two

of 15 sites (13S) surrounding fencepost cavities. The

nunber of trees within the 0.05 ha circle surrounding nest

sites is presented in Table 19. Black cherry, ash, and

black locust were the nest cowmon of seven species of trees

within the 0.05 ha circle surrounding nest sites.

Trees within the 0.05 ha circle were 28.310.5 cn
‘ (¤ean1SE) in DBH and 10.511.2 ¤ (aean 1SE) in height. The

basal area, the cross·sectional area of a tree bole at

breast height of trees surrounding nest sites is presented

in Table 20. The aan basal area of trees surrounding nest

sites at RAAP is significantly different (P<0.001) fron that

of other nest sites.

However, the basal area of trees around nest sites at

RAAP includes the trees which contained the nest cavities. }

Excluding live trees containing nest cavities fron the
,
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Table 19. Number of trees within 0.05 ha circle surrounding
natural nest sites of Eastern Bluebirds in
southwestern Virginia, 1977.

No. of trees No. of nest sites

0 15

1 2

2 2

3 1

N 0
l

5 1
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Table 20. Basal area (uean1SE) of trees within 0.05 ha
circle surrounding natural nest sites of Eastern
Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia, 1977.

Basal area (gz)

N per 0.05 ha per ha

RAAP nests 6 0.1ß10.0ü 2.7610.92*

Other nests 15 0.0210.02 0.3810.311

All nests 21 0.0510.02 1.0610.¤1

1 ueans significantly different at 0.001 level.

1-___- - -- O-O O- O--- ------T------O -OOO---..
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calcnlation of basal area, nest sites at RAAP contained

1.5210.83 nz (mean1SE) of basal area. This mean basal area

is not significantly different from the mean basal area

surrounding other nest sites.

Four nest sites at RAAP contained a total of seven dead
_

standing trees. At three of these sites, a dead tree

contained the nest cavity. These trees were 26.815.7 cn

(¤ean1SE) in DBH, 9.911.9 n (mean 1SE) in height, and

10.0710.55 m2 (I6&DtSE) in basal area.

Pourteen woody stens were encountered in all nest sites
l

sanpled, or 0.6710.27 (mean1SE) per nest site. Seven of 21
’ nest sites (33%) contained shrubs, one of six sites (17%) at

RAAP and six of 15 sites (ß0%) at fencepost cavities. The

nunber of woody stens in two arnslength transects of the

0.05 ha circle surrounding nest sites is presented in Table

21. Sassafras (ggssafras BQDÄÖUI) and gglgg spp. were the

uost common of eight species of woody stens encountered.

The mean number of woody stens in two arnslength transects
i

of the 0.05 ha circle for RAAP nests and nests in other

areas is presented in Table 22. The difference in mean

nunber of woody stems between RAAP and other nests was not

significant.

The results of resanpling four nest sites during

subsequent nesting attempts were as follows. At three nest)

sites the nunber of shrubs or woody stems present was
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Table 21. Number of woody stems in two armslength transects
of 0.05 ha circle surrounding natural nest sites
of Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia,
1977.

No. of woody stems No. of nest sites

O 1M
1 3
2 3
3 0
G 0

5 1
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Table 22. Number of woody stems (nean1SE) within two
armslength transects (0.008 ha) of 0.05 ha
circle surrounding natural nest sites of Eastern
Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia, 1977.

1 No. of woody stens

N per 0.008 ha per ha

RAAP nests 6 0.1710.17 19.67119.67

Other nests 15 0.8710.36 102.271¤2.88

All nests 21 0.6710.27 78.67131.88
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unchanged. At the fourth site, one of the woody stems, a

clump of uultiflora rose (ggg; gglgiglggg), encountered
during the first sanpling had been removed by the landowner

l
fron an actively grazed pastute. Thus, the nunher of shrubs

encountered in the two arnslength transects decreased fron

two to one fron the first to the second sanpling.

äreunsl. ine ¢...nn21¤ sexer
Ground and canopy cover surrounding RAAP nests, other

nests, and all nests combined are presented in Table 23.
The difference in the mean ground cover of RAAP nests and
other nests was not significant, while the difference in the

nean canopy cover was (P<0.001). The ground and canopy

cover for nests sanpled twice during 1977 is presented in
Table 20. Ground cover tended to increase slightly, while
canopy cover also increased at the one site where it

occurred.

Hggbagggug vggetatigg

A vertical density profile of herbaceous vegetation

surrounding nests at RAAP and at other sites is presented in

Fig. 3. In a goodness of fit test, the distribution of
contacts, or height and density of the herbaceous

vegetation, was significantly different (P<0.005) between

RAAP and other nest sites. However, a goodness of fit test

of the total number of contacts at each sanple point, or the

density of the herbaceous vegetation, was not significantly
i
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Table 23. Ground and canopy cover (Mean1SE) within 0.05 ha
circle surrounding natural nest sites of Eastern
Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia, 1977.

Ground cover Canopy coverN ($1 ($1

RAAP nests 6 85.00116.56 14.1713.571
Other nests 15 82.50110.33 1.4911.001

A11 nests 21 83.211 3.39 5.5412.01

1 means significantly different at 0.001 level.
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Table 2H. Ground and canopy cover at natural nest sites of
Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia
sampled twice, 1977.

Ground cover Canopy cover(M 00
Nest site Sample1¤ Samp1e2 Sample1 Sa¤ple2

2B 100 100 25 35

uß · 85 100 0 0

5B 70 75 0 0

8B 70 75 0 0

¤ Nest sites were sampled and resanpled on the following
dates: 28-5 Hay, 18 August; 48-27 May, 17 August;
58-1 June, 21 June; 8B·2O June, 8 August.
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Fig. 3. Vertical density profile of herbaceons Vegetation within
0.05 ha circle snrrounding natural nest sites of
Eastern Bluebirds at RAAP (N=6) and other nests (N=15)
in southwestern Virginia, 1977.
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different between RAAP and other nest sites.

Hesampliug nest sites revealed the following changes in

herbaceous vegetation during the hreeding season. Nest site
2B, at RAAP, was completely surrounded by free growing

herbaceous vegetation. Ho uowing or grazing had taken place

between the first sanpling on 5 May and the resanpling on 18

August. The vegetation density profile for the initial
sanpling and resampling is presented in Fig. H, revealing
about the sane pattern of contacts, with a shift to the
right, with nore contacts per interval, especially at the

higher height intervals.

The fencerow at HB divided the herbaceous vegetation
within the 0.05 ha circle into two types. One side was
qrazed throughout the breeding season, and one side was a

free growing hayfield when the habitat was saupled on 27
Hay. However, this hayfield had been nowed just prior to

resampling on 17 August. The vegetation density profile for

the two samplings is presented in Fig. 5.

Both nest sites BB and SB were adjacent to reads and

their habitats were divided by the fencerow into road and ·

roadside en one half, and actively grazed pasture on the

other half. Resanpling at these sites revealed very little

change in the herbaceous vegetation, except for a tendency

towards fever contacts in each 10 cm interval in the

resanpled data.
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Fig. 5. Vertical density profile of herbaceous Vegetation within
0.05 ha circle surrouding natural nest site (4B) of
Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia sampled
twice, 1977.
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Utilizgg Activity gpggg

As prevoiusly described, an attenpt was nade to nap the

utilized activity space of adult birds between day 10 and
day 17 of the nestling stage. This requirenent placed

I

restrictions on the number of nests which could be obserevd

in order to nap the activity space. First, the nesting
atteupt had to reach the nestling stage; nests unsuccessful

prior to that stage could not be used. Second, the exact

ages of nestlings were not known, therefore, feeding

behavior of the adults, whether the adult entered the cavity

to deliver food itens to the young or perched by the cavity

entrance, observations of nestlings within the cavity, and

fecal sac renoval had to be used to deternine approximate
nestling age. These criteria of nestling age generally
proved satisfactory, however, in several instances

prepararions were aade to aap an activity space only to
discover that the young had already fledged fron the nest.

A four hour observation period at each nest site was

used in mapping activity spaces. In general, this tine
period seened adequate for the purposes of this

i

investigation. At several nest sites the adult birds made

no aajor changes in location after two ho¤rs' observation.

In other cases there was no doubt that the birds were

utilizing a larger area than it was possible to map. In §
these instances, terrain, and the use of only one observer I

n
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the field prevented a more thorough napping of the
activity space. In one instance the adult birds were
observed for the prescribed tine period, but too few

observations had been nade to map the space completely.

Therefore, this site could not be included in the results.
Qgggggl Desggiption gg Utiligeg Activity gpaces

It is difficult to characterize the general shape of
activity spaces. All were irregular polygons, nost more or
less rectangular in shape. This tendency for activity

spaces to be nore linear than circular in shape was the
result of the boundaries following fencerows, roadsides, or

utility wires which were used as perches or for foraging by

bluebirds.

At three of the seven nest sites where activity spaces

were napped, the structure containing the nest cavity was

directly adjacent to a road. However, all seven spaces

included roads, and roads and roadsides were used as

foraging strata by bluebirds. Activity spaces at RAAP

included, in addition to roads, old field habitat and either

lone standing trees or woodlot edges. Activity spaces in

areas other than RAAP included actively grazed pastures,

hayfields in various stages of growth, scattered trees, and

planted alfalfa fields. Pour activity spaces included

streans or standing water within their boundaries. Sites HB

and BB, which overlapped slightly, both included a portion
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of Ton°s Creek; site 118 included a portion of the North
Fork of the Roanoke River; and the nest cavity at 178 was in
a dead tree beside a shall pond.

As mentioned earlier, the activity spaces at sites RB
and 88 overlapped, with two separate pairs of bluebirds
utilizing separate nest cavities. At RAAP, sites 18 and 168

also overlapped. In this instance it appeared from
observations in the field that it was the sane pair of
bluebirds utilizing two separate nest cavities in
succession.

eige ef utilized A....i¤tivrx äeases
A summary of the aapping of, location, and size of

utilized activity spaces is presented in Table 25. The
seven activity spaces were 1.810.2 ha (•ean1S8) in area,

with spaces at RAAP 2.ß10.1 ha (IQZDISE) and at other sites

1.410.3 ha (mean1SE) in area. The difference in the nean
area of activity spaces at RAAP and at other sites is
significant at the 0.05 level.

As aentioned previously, observations of bluebirds in
4

the field were of adult bluebirds foraging and feeding

nestlings. Thus, the tern “utilized activity space" does
not mean ”territory”, which connotes defense of an area.

However, at nest site 158 observations of defense activities

were aade during the mapping of the utilized activity space,

as described belcw.
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Table 25. Summary of mapping and size of utilized activity
spaces of Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern
Virginia, 1977.

AreaNest site Date uapped Location (gg)

18* 10 Hay RAAP 2.3
RB 27 May Shadow Lake Road 0.7

118 28 June Rt. 785 1.5
158 6 July Rt. 601 1.3
168* 7 July RAAP 2.3
178 19 July RAAP 2.5

8B 28 July Shadow Lake Road 2.2

* These activity spaces involved the sane pair of
bluebirds using two different nest sites in succession.
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During the course of observing the adult bluebirds at
this site, a second, apparently unmated, male bluebird
appeared, vocalizing, and approaching the female near the
nest cavity. The resident nale on several occasions chased
the intruding male from the vicinity of the nest cavity, the
chases taking place over a planted alfalfa field. However,
neither the resident male nor the resident female ever
utilized the alfalfa field for foraging. The resident male
did deposit fecal sacs over the field on four occasions,
flying over the field and dropping the sac while in flight,
and landing in a black locust sapling, on a branch 1.8 n
high. The portion of this alfalfa field defended by the
sale conprised a total area of 0.9 ha.

gtilizatigg gg gggivity Spaces
The principal activity of bluebirds observed was

foraging, with particular attention given the type of perch
used and the general areas where foraging took place. The
types of perches used for foraging perches and their heights
are presented in Table 26. Foraging perches (N=63) were
5.010.4 n (neantsß) in height.

The type of perch used most often by bluehirds were
dead, leafless branches. These branches were generally
found beneath the canopy of the tree or were leafless
branches extending beyond leaved branches within the canopy
of the tree. Leafless branches were the nost co¤»only used
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Table 26. Height (Mean1SE) of foraging perches used by

Eastern Bluebirds in southwestern Virginia, 1977.

HeightTYP@ ef pereh N (ar

Leafless branch, live tree 2M ß.910.7

Utility wire 15 7.110.5

Top of shrub or tree 9 5.211.2

Highway sign M 2.510.1
Leafless branch, dead tree 2 3.610.9

Leaved branch, live tree 2 10.111.8
Split rail fence 2 1.210.0

Dead conmon mullein stalk
txeräeesaa ihapeaeb 1 1-8

Reflector post 1 0.9

Concrete ledge 1 2.7

Metal rod 1 1.8

Stene monument 1 3.ü

Fencewire 1 1.1
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perches at RAAP and at other sites. Other perches used at

RAAP for foraging perches were the tops of shrubs or saall
trees, highway signs, metal rods atop bunkers, concrete
ledges along the facade of bunkers, and dead conaon nullein
(ggggagggg thgpggg) stalks. Foraging perches (u=25) at RAAP
were 3.¤10.5 a (¤ean1SE) in height. Feraging perches in

l

areas other than RAAP included utility wires, fencepost
_ tops, and strands of fencewire. Poraging perches (N=39) in

these areas were 6.110.5 n (¤ean1SE) in height. The
difference in nean feraging perch height between RAAP and
other areas is significant (P<0.001)•

Areas used at RAAP for foraging by bluebirds included
nowed Vegetation bordering reads, road sufaces, nowed areas

around bunkers, bare rock surfaces, and Vegetation directly

beneath trees whose branches were used as foraging perches.

All of these, with the exception of bare rocks and the
latter, were the result of ¤an's activities in the area. In

addition, all of these areas were unevenly spaced throughout

the utilized activity space. Open, old field habitat, as
characterized by the vertical density profile ef herbaceeus

vegetation surrounding nest sites (See Fig. 3) was not used

for foraging by bluebirds. Although neasurenents of

vegetation density beneath trees used for foraging were not

taken, the vegetation in these areas seened to be less dense

than in open fields, perhaps due to the decreased light y
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overhead canopy.

At nest sites in other areas, roads and roadsides were
also used as foraging strata by bluebirds. In addition,
actively grazed pastures and nowed hayfields or lawns were
used for foraging. In contrast to RAAP, these areas used

for foraging comprised the najor portion of the activity
space. In addition, the vegetation density profile of these
strata could be characterized by the vegetation density

profile surrounding nest sites (See Fig. 3), since they were
included within the 0.05 ha circle used for sanpling nest

habitat.

At nest site MB, the fencerow divided the habitat

surrounding the nest into an actively grazed pasture on one

side and a hayfield on the other. During the napping of the

utilized activity space, it was observed that the bluebirds

were feraging in the grazed pasture, but not in the

hayfield. The vegetation density profile of these two
strata is presented in Fig. 6.

Observations of bluebirds foraging at nest site 11B

also revealed sone interesting relationships between
foraging tactics and vegetation density. At this site, the

fencerow divided the habitat into nowed field on one side

and a planted alfalfa field on the other. The vegetation

density profile of these two strata is presented in Fig. 7.
i
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Bluebirds foraged in their usual nanner, employing the drop
or flydown method, on the moved field. However, the male

bluebird was observed using the flight·gleaning foraging

tactic, hovering over the alfalfa and plucking larvae fron

the vegetation. This tactic was observed repeatedly, and

the male would glean 3-ß larvae in succession before

returning to the nest to feed the nestlings.

Another activity of bluebirds observed in the field was

the reaoval of fecal sacs from the nest cavity. This

activity was observed fourteen times with the following

results: Seven tiues the fecal sac was depesited on

leafless branches 5.710.8 n high (•ean1SE) in living trees,

once on a leafless branch 7.6 a high in a dead tree, and

once on a utility wire 8.2 m high. Five tines the fecal sac_
was dropped in flight. All fecal sacs were deposited at a

considerable distance from the nest, and the points where

fecal sacs were deposited were often the points farthest

fron the nest site in the utilized activity space.

gggeg Relevagt gbeegvatgoge ggg; gjegg gggee

During the course of observing bluebirds in the field,

nany relevant obserwations were nade on several aspects of

bluebird nesting behavior and ecology. These observations

are sumnarized below. All dates are for 1977 unless

otherwise indicated.
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Not one single instance of aggressive interaction
between bluebirds and other cavity nesting spcies at a nest

cavity was observed in the field. In fact, several cavity

nesting species were often observed nesting in the vicinity
of each other without aggressive or defensive interaction,

as was the case at nest site MB.

At this site there was one fencerow running

perpendicular to the road and a second fencerow running more

or less perpendicular to the first, and parallel to, though
at sone distance fron, the road. On 1 April, a pair of
chickadees was observed flying fron a fencepost cavity in
the first fencerew, apparently excaveting snall wooden chips

fron the nest cavity. On 4 hey a pair of bluebirds was seen

at a second nest cavity in a fencepost in the second

fencerow, the female apparently incubating eggs et this

tine. On 27 Hay the utilized activity space of the

bluebirds was napped, and during those observations e

Sterling was seen carrying nest naterial into a cavity in a

fencepost in the sane fencerow es the bluebird nest cavity,
12 n away. Ho interaction was observed between the Sterling

and bluebirds.

Thé bluebird young fledged on 7 June, and at this time

the Sterling young could be heard vocalizing in their

fencepost cavity, and a pair of House Hrens was building a
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nest in the third fencepost cavity at which the chickadees

had been seen earlier. By 15 June the Starling nest was

empty and a large quantity of droppings around the cavity

entrance and on the ground below the cavity entrance
suggested that the Starling young had fledged. The wren
nest contained five eggs on this date. In addition,
location calls of bluebirds uere heard and four bluebirds

were seen flying across an open field above their former
nest site. The wrens were observed feeding young in their

nest cavity on M July, and the nest was enpty on 15 July.

All three species apparently were successful in fledging
young.

Meanwhile, a fenale bluebird was observed carrying nest

naterial to nest site MB on 15 July, and entering the nest

cavity on 26 July. On 2 August one recently hatched young

and two eggs were observed in the nest cavity. However, no

adult bluebirds were seen in subsequent observations at the

nest site, and on 10 August the nest cavity was enpty.

Heither the Starling nor the the wren renested at this site.

l!.E2£L£EE§Q§I§§§§£2.§_Ll!R¢°t ..l...s..P¤d¤d;e2ns
Becently fledged young were always found perched on

tree limbs, usually on the larger linbs and near the tree

trnnk. During this time the young were still fed by the

adults, and their spotted plunage aided in canoflaging the
young against the background of tree bark patterns. The
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trees or groups of trees where the young were found were
always close to the original nest site. In fact, at nest

sites where utilized activity spaces were napped, fledglings
were subseguently discovered in trees that were within the
activity space boundaries.

sesssessssn es sssssssss ....s..s.<=¤vti S sx 1.;:11.1.1,¤a ¤ Essex;
Two fencepost nest cavities, 6A and 3B were obscured by

Virginia creeper (P&§§h§h0§i§§Q§ ggiggggjglig) during the
nesting season and were not reused for a second nesting

attenpt even though both of the nesting attenpts had been
successful. Both nests were used early in the nesting

season, as sunmarized below.

Rest 6A was discovered on 2 Bay 1976, and the adults

were then feeding well developed young. By 12 Bay 1976, the

young had fledged and the adults and fledglings were seen in

the vicinity of the nest on 19 Bay 1976. Later in the

breeding season it was discovered that Virginia creeper had

obscured the nest cavity entrance. Ho subseguent nesting

attempts were observed at this nest cavity.

The fenale bluebird was seen carrying nest material

into cavity 3B on 1ß April. On 16 Bay the female was
apparently incubating eggs in the nest cavity, the entrance

of which had already been obscured by Virginia creeper. By

26 aay the young had fledged and were observed about 0.3 ka

(0.2 ni) away from the nest site. The bluebirds did not
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ranest in cavity 3B.
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DISCUSSLOH

ggg; Cavities

nene nneeeiszn
Bluebirds were discovered along roads in rural areas

because they were nesting in fenceposts adjacent to roads,

or they were conspicuously perched on utility wires that ran
next to roads. Hndoubtedly there were bluebirds nesting in

areas beyond the limits of the search nethods used in this

investigation. However, searching fencerows on foot proved

to be relatively unproductive. All searches on foot in

rural areas were conducted in areas where bluebirds had been

previously sighted, and the failure to find additional nest

cavities perhaps indicates that had nost of the time been
spent searching for nest cavities on foot, few would have

been found.
i

At RAAP, bluebirds were discovered along roads for a

different reason, nanely that nowed strips of vegetation

along roads provided foraging strata for bluebirds that
could not be found elsewhere in the area. Thus, searching

along roads was the ideal nethod for finding bluebirds

within RAAP•

....1„.1¢¤v’t ännnsenne end Q£i§l£
Host nest cavities found were in fenceposts, therefore

107
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¤an•s activities in this area have a profeund influence en

the number of nest cavities available to bluebirds.

Approximately one·fourth of the fencepests with nest

cavities were quite old, and likely te be replaced in a few

years. Replacement of fenceposts by landcwners most

certainly depends on a conplex set of socielegical factors

as well, including perhaps the financial status of the

landewner, and the particular level ef naintenance followed

by the landowner.

Two fenceposts containing nest cavities were replaced

by landewners between the 1976 and 1977 breeding seasons,

and a third fencepost cavity had rotted away and was ne

longer usable. However, no new cavities were observed being

excavated by woodpeckers in fenceposts during the entire

study. Furthermere, few woodpeckers were discovered

utilizing existing fencepost nest cavities. In fact, only

one active woodpecker nest cavity was discovered. This

represents a net loss in the number of fencepest nest

cavities available for bluebirds, and although only a small

nunber night be lest each year, would eventually mean the

less of all such cavities if no replacenents beceae

available.

Many questions regarding fencepost cavities remain

unanswered. At what age de fenceposts first beceme suitable

fer woedpeckers to excavate cavities? Does ggggg giggggg, a
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heart rot that infects black locust (Fowells 1965), play a

similar role in weedpecker nest cavityt excavatien in

fenceposts as ggggg gig; does in pine tree nest cavities

(See Conner et al. 1976, fer a review of this subject)? How

long de fencepests last, and therefore, how long do

fencepest cavities last? Do fencepost cavities last longer

than tree limb nest cavities that are susceptible to rotting
n

and breaking off?

On a larger scale, land use patterns nay also affect

the number of fencepest cavities available for nesting•

Suburbanization and the conversien of ferner pasture land te

residential subdivisions was evident even during the short

time span of this study. Fencepests and fencerows once used

for enclosing cattle were being replaced by decerative

fencerews made fron chenically treated fencepests. This

chenical treatment of fenceposts is intended to delay er

eliminate rot, and should linit the excavatien of fencepost

cavities by woodpeckers„

of the four species of trees which contained nest

cavities, three species had net previously been reported to

contain bluebird nest cavities. These were black locust,

honey locust, and ash„ Hany other naturally decayed

cavities were found in black locust, and these may

eventually becone large enough fer use by bluebirds.
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seiiu Qeese
One advantage in studying bluebirds in nest boxes as

opposed to bluebirds in natural cawities is that nest box

trails provide a known nunber of nest sites in known

locations. This would facilitate the nonitoring of nest
boxes to deternine usage and nesting success. Furthermore,

bluebirds in nest boxes can easily be banded, particularly

young and fenales. The first year of this study was spent

locating general areas where bluebirds were nesting, and the
second year was the year when nost data were collected. New

bluebird nests were discovered throughout the breeding

season in both years and the usage, prior to their

discovery, of nest cavities discovered late in the breeding

season was not known. This nay account for sone of the nest

cavities being used for only one nesting attenpt.

An unsuccessful nesting attenpt nay cause bluebirds to

choose a different nest site for subsequent nests, although

an exception to this generalization was observed. one

factor which nay determine the reuse of a Best cawity after

an unsuccessful nesting attenpt is the cause of the nest —

failure and the presence or absence of broken eggs or dead

young in the nest cavity. At one nest site the eggs

disappeared fron the nest cavity while the nest material

inside the cawity renained intact. This predation was

probably the action of a snake, based on criteria provided
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Pinkowski (1975). In this instance the nale renained
near the nest cavity and eventually renested with either the
female from the previous nesting attempt or a new fenale.
In another unsuccessful nesting attenpt, three dead
nestlings were found inside the nest cavity. The male and
female then renested in another nest cavity nearby.

4

Bluebirds seened nore likely to renest in a nest cavity
following a successful nestinq attenpt, although exceptions
to this generalization were also observed. Bluebirds on two
occasions failed to renest after a successful nesting
attempt, nestinq successfully in another nest cavity.

Cagitg Qinggsiong

Several dimensions are of particualr interest in
discussing cawity dimensions: cavity entrance diaaeter,
interior cavity dianeter, and cavity depth. Entrance
dianeter has been assuned to be critical in nest box
construction, with an entrance diaaeter of 3.8 cn

reconnended for excluding larger cavity nesting species,

particularly Starlings, fron nest boxes (Kibler 1969). Few

natural nest cavities had entrance dianeters less than 3.8

cn: eight of 3ß fencepost nest cavities, and 0 of 7 tree
nest cavities (See Appendix Table III).

Nest cavity 10B is worthy of particular note. This

cavity had an entrance dianeter height of 3.3 ca and a

cavity entrance width of 3.ß cn. Upon observing this nest
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in the field it was noticed that the female bluebird seened
to struggle sonewhat while entering the cavity. Therefore,

this entrance diameter seens to represent a nininun that

bluebirds are capable of utilizing. This value is also far
below a nininun entrance dianeter of 3.7 for bluebird tree

_

nest cavities reported by Pinkowski (1976).

Interior dianeter is also a dinension which probably
has sone nininun below which the cavity would not be
acceptable for nesting by bluebirds. Pinkowski (1976)

reported a nininnn of 5.7 cn which he considered to be
critical. This nininun was exceeded by all of the nest
cavities exanined in this study.

i

Interior dianeter at the cavity botton for all bluebird

nest cawities was 7.310.3 cn (nean:SE). Assuning the cavity

interior to be circular, the area of the cavity botton was
ßS.712.6 cn! (nean1SE). various authors have reconnended

the area of the botton of nest boxes to be 70·160 cn! (See

sunnary by xibler 1969). It was observed during the present

study that nests in natural cavities were quite snaller than

nests previously observed in nest boxes. Pitts (1976) also
observed that nest box size influenced nest size, with
larger nests being built in larger nest boxes. The building

of larger nests in nest boxes would place greater energy

demands on female bluebirds, particularly early in the

nesting season, and the increased activity night attract
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predators to the nest box. It is therefore reconnended that

the area of the floor in nest boxes be no greater than 50
cnz, an area eguivalent to a square 7 cn on a side.

Cavity depth may have sone influence on nesting

success, with very shallow nest cavities being nore
susceptible to predation than deeper nest cavities. Two

nest cavities in this study had cavity depths below the
ninimun of 7.6 reported by Pinkowski (1976) (See Appendix

Table III, Distance fron entrance to cavity bottom,

Diaension 1ß, is equivalent to cavity depth as neasured by
Pinkowski 1976 ). Hest cavity 108 had a cavity depth of

6.8 cm and cavity 29A had a cavity depth of 5.7 cm. The

single nesting attenpt in cavity 10B was unsuccessful, due

to predation, however, the single nesting attenpt at 29A was

successful.

Qiscgiminang gggggigg Analysis

In the discriminant function analysis, the prior
5

probabilities of menbership in each group, or proportion of
observations in each group, had to be arbitrarily chosen.

Z

However, involved in the choice of these probabilties were

sone very basic questions concerning cavity nesting species
and the availability of nest cavities.

of prinary importance is the availability of nest

cavities. It has long been assuned that there is a shortage

of nest cavities, and thus, intense conpetition for



available nest sites. A shortage of uést sites has often

been cited as a reason for the decline in bluebird numbers

(Krug 19u1, Bent 19ß9, Zeleny 1968). However, few attenpts

have been made to deternine the actual nunber of nest

cavities available in a given area and the percentage of
available cavities actually used. Gysel (1961) inventoried
natural cavities in several different forest types and found

that of those tree cavities that were judged to be suitable

for use, only a snall proportion was actually used.

The statistical analysis allowed for the choosing of

several different prier probabilities, each with a different
t

effect on the outcome ef the analysis. However, a research

project which would determine these probabilities by

eaploying randoa saapling in the field would greatly add to

the understanding of the interactions between cavity nesitng

species. The objective of such a project would be tot
determine the total nunber of available nest cavities in a

given area; the use of these nest cavities by avian and

other species; and the nunber of unused cavities.

In the statistical analysis, the three variables height

of cavity entrance, entrance diaaeter, and distance from

entrance to cavity botton were found to best discrininate

among the groups of fencepost cavities. Height of cavity

entrance was chosen for use in the analysis because it had

been observed in the field that entrances to bluebird
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fencepost nest cavities were generally near the top of the

fencepost and that entrances to Sterling nest cawities were

auch closer to the ground (Coapare Dimension 2 in Tables 9

and 12). The nther two variables were used because they

related to general cavity size and it had been observed that
Sterling nest cavities were auch larger than bluebird nest

cavities (Coapare Diaensions 5·1ß in Tables 9 and 12).

Height of cavity entrance was not a geod diaeusion for

distinguishing between bluebird nest cevities and nest
demonstration display sites (Ccapare Diaension 2 in Tables 9
and 11). In cavity entrance diaaeter, nest deaonstration

display sites aweraged larger than bluebird nest cavities
and smaller than Sterling nest cavities. In distance froa

eutrance to cavity bottoa, nest deaonstration display sites

averaged shallower than either bluebird or Sterling nest

cavities.

were bluebird nest deaonstratien display sites

acceptable es nest cavities and therefore represented

unused, but avaialble, nest sites? Freu observations in the

field, it appeared that two of the sites (MD, SD) were far

too shallow to be used as nest sites. In the discriuinant

function analysis (See Table 16), one nest demonstration

display site, 3D, was aisclassified as a bluebird nest

cevity. In other analyses, nest deaonstration display sites

were not aisclassified as bluebird nest cavities, except for
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those analyses that were least able to discrininate among y
the groups, e. g. Variable Set1 in Table 16. Therefore, it
appears that nest denonstration display sites, with the
exception of 3D, were not suitable for use as bluebird nest
cavities.

Therefore, the observation of a male bluebird giving
nest denonstration display at a cavity does not necessarily
nean the cavity is suitable as a nest cavity. uales were
often observed to give the display at totally inappropriate
*cavities,“ e. g. the end of an open pipe, and incoaplete
drill holes of woodpeckers. The nale bluebird will display
at a nuaber of potential nest cavities, with the female
accepting one of the nest cavities as the nest site (Krieg
1971).

Of the ten randomly chosen bluebird nest cavities
subjected to the discriminant function analysis, eight were
classified accurately and two were aisclassified. This
would seen to represent a reasonable level of accuracy for
the analysis. Furthermore, discrininant function analysis
would be ideal for assigning unused cavities observed in the
field to one of several groups of cavity nesting species.
This would, in part, help to answer the question of whether

there is a shortage of available nest cavities. lf unused
cavities were classified into a particular species group,
then ve could conclude that, based on the analysis, there

d
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are unused nest sites available for nesting. Such an

analysis would also have to consider the habitat surrounding
the nest site in deciding potential cavity use by individual
species, particularly in the case of bluebirds.

Cavity Egtgancg Qgigntgtiog

Although few conclusions could be drawn from the

statistical tests, the data in this study see~ to indicate

that bluebirds have little cr no preference as to nest

cavity entrance orientation. Indeed, it would be difficult

to imagine a pair of bluebirds failing to nest in a cavity,

assuning all other dinensions were acceptable, because of
the entrance orientation. It is therefore felt that

entrance orientation has little or no influence on the

acceptability of a nest cavity by Eastern Bluebirds in

thislatitude.

V In chi·square goodness of fit tests of uniform versus

non·uniform distribution, one must assune that the primary

cavity nesters, woodeckers, excavate cavities with entrance

orientations displaying a uniform distribution. The ideal
test to perform on bluebird nest cavity entrance

orientations, then, would be one testing if that

distribution differed from the distribution of entrance

orientations of all cavities available for nesting. Conner

(1975) reported on the orientation of 78 nest cavities of

six woodpecker species located within a 6M kn (40 mi) radius
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of Blacksburg, Virginia. Although his data are for tree
cavity entrance orientations, upon conparing entrances of

all bluebird nest cavities, both tree and fencepost, found
in this study, the distribution of entrance orientations is
quite sinilar between the two studies.

ggg; Hgbitat

Previous descriptions of bluebird nesting habitat have
been descriptive rather than quantitative evaluations
(Forbush and uay 1925, Thonas 19¤6). Land use practices
which have been reported as providing bluebird nesting
habitat are reuote, abandoned, or uncultivated farnlands
(lallace 1959); wooded areas following a fire (Pinkowski
197u); and clearcuts (Conner and Adkisson 197u).

In this study, abandoned farnlands at Indian Run and
RAAP were found to support nesting bluebirds. In addition,
bluebirds were found nestinq in areas grazed by livestock
and areas adjacent to nowed fields. Therefore, these areas,

if surrounded by fencerows or other structures containing

nest cavities, can provide bluebird nesting habitat.

Since most nest sites were located freu roads, a

possible bias in the distribution of nest sites nay have «
been introduced into these data. The proxinity of nest

sites to roads resulted in a portion of the road being ·

included within the 0.05 ha circle at nine of fifteen sites
(60%) in rural areas and two of six sites (33%) at RAAP.
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One night expect nest habitat sanpling in burned•over areas

or clearcuts to have different results, nevertheless, these
data are representative of bluebird nest sites in rural
areas. Furthermore, from a nanagerial standpoint, data fron

natural nest sites near roads would be of value in the

placenent of nest boxes since nost bluebird trails are

likewise located along roads.

Few nest sites in rural areas were surrounded by trees,

but trees that were within the 0.05 ha circle were large,

nature trees. In addition, few nest sites at RAAP had trees

within the 0.05 ha circle, excluding the trees which

themselves contained the nest cavities. Likewise, few nest

sites at RAAP or other areas contained shrubs within the

0.05 ha circle.

Adnittedly, the sampling technique used to sanple

around nest sites was intended to be used for conparisons

between species groups or forest stands and not for

extensive descriptive purposes. An arbitrary decision was
made on the area to be intensively sanpled, and perhaps it

could have been larger. Observations on foraging, ‘

deposition of fecal sacs, and other activities during the
uapping of the utilized activity space conplenented the nest
habitat sanpling and gave a broader picture of the use of

habitat by bluebirds. Thus, although few trees or shrubs

were within 12.6 m of nest sites of Eastern Bluebirds, trees U
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and shrubs at greater distances from the nest were an

important conponent of bluebird utilized activity spaces.

This will be discussed further in a later section.
Although few trees were within the 0.05 ha circle

around nest sites, these trees were large, with substantial

crowns, and thus contributed to canopy cover. Canopy cover

by itself has little aeaning without coaparisons with other
avian species. uevertheless, we could conclude froh the

very low values of this paraaeter that bluebirds nest in
”open“

areas. At RAAP, nest sites in live trees had the

highest values of canopy cover since the nest and therefore

the nest tree was the center point of the transects used in

sanpling. This may account for the significant difference

between mean canopy cover at RAAP nest sites and aean canopy

cover at other nest sites.
Ground cover was perhaps the one variable nost affected

by the proxiaity of nest sites to roads, as transects across

I road surfaces resulted in low values of this variable. The
significance of this variable as it relates to bluebird

foraginq behavior will be discussed in a later section.
The vertical density profile of herbaceous vegetation

within the 0.05 ha circle surrounding natural nest sites of

Eastern Bluebirds presented in Fig. 3, reveals a quite ’

different profile of herbaceous veqetation between nests atRAAP and nests at other sites. Rests in rural areas weret
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surrounded by pasture, hayfields, cultivated crops, and

roads and roadsides, Activities such as the grazing ef

pastures and nowing of hayfields and roadsides kept the

herbaceous Vegetation cropped close to the ground, This

resulted in the pattern of contacts illustrated in Fig, 3,

with nost contacts below the 30 cn interval, However, at
l

RAAP, no activities such as nowing took place near nest

sites, except for the nowing of roadside Vegetation at two

nest sites adjacent to roads, This resulted in a

significantly different Vegetation profile fron that of
other nest sites,

Heither density nor height of herbaceous Vegetation
seened to affect the chcice of a nest site, Pinkowski

(197u) stated that Eastern Bluebirds choose nest sites that

are Visible from a distance, Grazing and aoving around nest

sites in rural areas resulted in a low herbaceous Vegetation

layer, making all nest sites Visible fron a distance,

Although the herbaceous Vegetation layer was higher and more

dense at the upper height intervals at RAAP, the height of

nest cavity entrances, 386,51¤9,5 • (•ean1SE), neant that

they too were not obscured by herbaceous Vegetation, The
l

aost significant influence of the herbaceous Vegetation

layer upon the nesting of Eastern Bluebirds observed in this

study was on foraging, This will be discussed in a later

section,
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The herbaceous vegetation layer was also the most

subject to change during the breeding season of all the

habitat variables measured. Although the herbaceous
vegetation layer around two nest sites showed little change
throughout the breeding season, others did show considerable
change as the result of natural growth of the herbaceous

vegetation (See Fig. H) and of aan•s activities,
particularly nowing. Moving near nest site NB resulted in a
drastic change in the vertical density profile (See Fig. S).
This change could affect bluebird foraging behavior, as a

hayfield previously unusable for foraging was aade suitable
by aowing. It would have been interesting to have observed

the bluebirds at this nest site to see if they then used the
nowed area for foraging. Unfortunately, the second nesting

atteapt at this nest site failed coincidental to the aoving

and subsequent observations of bluebirds could not be nade.

Utiliged Activity gpggg
d

The purpose of aapping the utilized activity spaces of
bluebirds was to see how large an area the bluebirds were
utilizing during the nestling stage. Particular attention
was paid to foraging activity of bluebirds, since other
authors had previously stressed the inportance of potential

bluebird nesting habitat aeeting foraging reguireaents

(Krieg 1971, Pinkowski 1974). Activity spaces at RAAP were

significantly larger than activity spaces at nest sites in
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rural areas, and it was felt that this was due to bluebirds

foraging at greater distances fron nest sites, as discussed

below.

Pinkowski (1977:412) reported that he aeasured ten

”foraging areas“ of bluebirds during the nestling period,

but gives no description of the aethods he used in
determining the size of these areas. Ievertheless, he

reported that the foraging areas ranged in size frow

¤.ü·38.9 ha, while the size of the area containing perches

was 3.9-8.ß ha. Hot knowing Pinkowski°s aethod of

deternining area aakes it difficult to coapare the two

studies. However, two factors aay account for the„

difference in the size of the utilized activity spaces of
this study and the foraging areas of Pinkowski (1977).

The first factor is habitat. Pinkowski (1977) stated

that bluebirds were observed foraging in old fields. In

this type of habitat bluehirds would encounter an irregular

distribution of the acceptable perch•vegetation areas needed
for foraging and would thus need to use a larger area.

Areas where foraging was observed in the present study were

large expanses of suitable vegetation profile, pasture,

nowed field, and roadsides close to nest sites, with utility
wires and leafless tree branches supplying perches.

Secondly, Pinkowski (1977) does not wake it clear I
whether the bluebirds he studied were utilizing natural nest

EI
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cavities or nest boxes. If they were utilizing nest boxes,

this could account for the larger foraging areas. Nest

boxes are artificial nest cavities and nay be placed without
regard to surrounding habitat. Nest boxes placed at sone

distance fron acceptable foraging areas, if used, would

result in the bluebirds having to traverse farther from the
4

nest to utilize these areas. Indeed, one would expect

bluebirds thenselves to be better judges of acceptable

habitat than soneone indiscrininautly placing nest boxes in
the field.

The question renains as to which is the nore important

factor in bluebird nesting eco10qY• an acceptable nest
cavity or acceptable foraging areas? To what extent will

the presence of a suitable nest cavity cause bluebirds to
conpronise in terns of nearby foraging areas? Bluebirds,

although displaying sone adaptability in foraging tactics,
have very definite foraging reguirenents, e. g. a low

vegetation profile, as quantified in this report. Bluebirds
nesting at RAAP were linited to nest sites which were
surrounded by herbaceous vegetation which was not suitable
for foraging. The bluebirds responded by foraging at

greater distances from the nest than at nest sites in other

areas surrounded by pastures and nowed fields.
Trial observations of a utilized activity space were

nade at nest site 29A in 1976.
~The

nest was at the edge of
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shall woodlot surrounded by old field habitat. A road
separated the woodlot and old field froh a hore extensive

woodlot, and beyond that was an actively grazed pasture.

After several hours° observation it becahe apparent that the

bluebirds were not foraging in the old field habitat or

woodlot edges, but were foraging in the grazed pasture at a

distance froh the nest site exceeding any subsequent

observations, even those at BAAP. It seehed froh these

observations that the presence of a suitable nest cavity

superseded the lack of suitable foraging habitat nearby.

Therefore, the presence of a suitable nest cavity

appears to be the hore important elehent in the selection of

a nest site, with bluebirds cohpensating for a lack of
suitable foraging areas nearby by foraging at greater

distances froh the nest. Undoubtedly there is a lihit to
the distance froh the nest site that bluebirds can forage

I

and still heet the nutrient requirehents of thehselves and

their young.

Leasing
Hunting perches in this study averaged 5.0 h in height

and ranged from 0.9-16.5 h. These values are auch higher

than foragiug perch heights previously reported. Goldhan

(1975) did not specify the types of perches used by

bluebirds he observed, but they ranged in height froh

0.6-8.2 h, with a hean perch height of 2.3 h for males and a
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uean perch height of 1.8 n for femlaes. Pinkowski (1977)
reported that bluebirds comnonly used dead or defoliated
tree linbs and branches, fencepost tops, boulders, and

coarse weed stalks, similar to the types of perches observedi
in this study except for the utility wires observed here.
He also reported a nean height of 2.02 a for spring foraging
perches and 3.76 n for suaner foraging perches. These aeans
were significantly different. The significant difference in
the nean perch height observed in this study is probably
accounted for by the use of utility wires, which were higher
than most other types of perches used, at other nest sites,
but not at BAAP.

N
several of the subjects previously discussed are

relevant to a discussion of foraging by bluebirds and will
nov be discussed in this context. These include trees and
shrubs near the nest site, ground cover, the vertical

density profile of herbaceous vegetation surrounding nest

sites, and utilized activity spaces.

Pew trees and shrubs were within the 0.05 ha circle

surrounding nest sites. Hevertheless, trees and shrubs were
an important conponent of utilized activity spaces, with
leafless branches in trees and the tops of shrubs and small
trees being two of the three aost connonly used types of

foraging perches.

Pinkowski (1977:413) referred to the tern “sparse
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ground cover" in describing what he felt created ideal

bluebird foraging habitat. In this study this qualitative

tern was quantified by two of the nest habitat variables
neasured, greund cover and the vertical density profile of

herbaceous vegetation. observations of foraging bluebirds

revealed that qrazed pastures near nest sites were used for

foraging in rural areas, while the free growing vegetation

around nest sites at RAAP was not used for foraging.

Therefore, data fron the 0.05 ha circle at nest sites in
rural areas represent acceptable bluebird foraging habitat,

while those data fron the 0.05 ha circle at nest sites at
RAAP represent unacceptable bluebird foraging habitat.

Conparing ground cover between the two areas (Tßblé 23)

it is apparent that it did not differ between nest sites in
rural areas and nest sites at RAAP. Therefore, this
variable does not seen to distinquish between the

herbaceous vegetation in these areas.

However, upon conparing the vertical density profile

between RAAP and other nest sites (Fig. 3), there is quite a

difference in these data between the two areas. The profile

of herbaceous vegetation around other nest sites represents

an acceptable bluebird foraging stratun, while the profile

around RAAP nest sites represents an unacceptable foraging

stratun. A sinilar density profile is presented in Fig. 6,

with bluebirds observed foraging in the grazed pasture while
1
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no foraging was observed in the hayfield at this nest site,
Adaptability in foraging tactics is illnstrated bytheforaging

of a aale bluebird at nest site 11B, As shown in

Fig, 7, the vertical density profile of the alfalfa field is

even uore dense at the height intervals below 60 cn than the
hayfield at nest site ßB where foraging was not observed,
By nodifying foraging tactics, enploying flight•gleaning,
the sale was able to utilize this vegetation which was not
suitable for the drop, or flydown, foraging tactic,

The fact that the herbaceous vegetaticn around nest

sites at RAAP was not acceptable for foraging accounts for

the significantly larger utilized activity spaces around the

nest sites at BAAP, Gbservations of foraging bluebirds
revealed that bluehirds nesting at BAAP foraged at greater

distances from nest sites, utilizing nowed areas along roads

and around bunkers in nost of the foraging drops observed,

At other nest sites, grazed pastures adjacent to nest sites

provided acceptable foraging conditions closer to nest

sites, thus, the activity spaces around these nest sites
were significantly snaller than activity spaces at RAAP,

ggg; §j;g Cgnggtitjgg

It is significant that few instances of defensive
interaction between bluebirds

land
other cavity nesting

species were observed in the field, In fact, several cavity
nesting species were observed utilizing nest cavities in
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close proxieity to each other, without interaction. one
could explain this lack of observed interaction by
postulating that nest cavities in the study area were
abundant, and therefore cavity nesting species had no
difficulty in obtaining nest sites. Although this nay be
the case, it nust be kept in nind that the vast najority of
interaction between bluebirds and other species reported in
the literature has taken place around nest boxes. 0nly two
instances of aggressive interaction between Starlings and
bluebirds at natural cavities (Kohler 1912, Pinkowski 197ß),

and only one instance of interaction between House Sparrows
and bluebirds at a natural cavity (Love 1902) have ever been

reported in the literature. -
Three factors nay account for the najority of the

reported instances of nest site conpetition between

y bluebirds and other species at nest boxes rather than

natural cavities. First, nost studies of nesting bluebirds

have concerned bluebirds in nest boxes. Second, nest box

trails provide a nunber of available nest cavities in a

given area, and thus nay concentrate cavity nesting species

in a snaller area than would exist under natural conditions.
Third, nest boxes placed near hunan dwellings are

particularly attractive to Starlings and House Sparrows and

bluebirds nay thus encounter conpetition fron these species

if they attenpt to use nest boxes near hunan dwellings.
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Eastern Bluebirds were found to be utilizing natural

nest sites in the vicinity of Blacksburg, Virginia. Forty·

seven natural nest sites of Eastern Bluebirds were

discovered, 37 in fencepost cavities and 10 in tree

cavities. Approxinately one·hal£ of the nests were

discovered by driving roads in areas where active farning
’ and grazing was taking place and by driving roads at RAAP.

Bluebirds were discovered along roads in rural areas

because they nested in fenceposts adjacent to roads and

perched on utility wires along roadsides. At RAAP bluebirds
were foraging along roads, utilizing nowed strips of

vegetation along roads and road surfaces.

Tree nest cavities used by bluebirds included cavities

in the aain trunk and in tree liabs in both live and dead
trees. All nest cavities in liabs were in dead linbs,

regardless of whether the tree was live or dead. Three tree

species not previously reported as containing nest cavities
of bluebirds were black locust, honey locust, and ash. Over

90 percent of all nest cavities in trees and fenceposts were

nade by woodpeckers.

Host nest cavities were used for only one nesting
atteupt, with less than one·third of the nest cavities

observed in both years of the study being used for nore than

one nesting attenpt. Although exceptions were observed,

130
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blnebirds seened nore likely to renest in the sane nest
cavity following a successful nesting attenpt and less

likely te renest in the sane cavity after an unsuccessful

attenpt.

one tree linb and three fencepost nest cavities were

lest between the 1976 and 1977 breeding seasons. Two

fencepest cavities were lest when the fencepests were
replaced by landewners. However, no new nest cavities were

4

observed being excavated in fenceposts. Therefore, there

was a net loss in the nunber of fencepost cavities observed

during this study. Perhaps an even greater threat to the

availability of fencepost cavities is the loss of entire
fencerows as ferner pasture lands are converted to

residential subdivisions.

several bluebird nest cavities had dinensiens that were
below ninina previously reported. one nest cavity had an
entrance dianeter of 3.35 cn, and fron observations in the

field it seened that this is the snallest entrance dianeter
that bluebirds are capable of utilizing. Two nest cavities
had cavity depths below the nininnn previeusly reported for

this dinension. observations on nest size and the interior
dianeter of nest cavities led to the reconnendation that the

area of the betten of nest boxes be no nore than S0 cn!.

A discrininant function analysis of the dinensiens of1
bluebird fencepost nest cavities, nest denenstration display
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sites, and starlinq fencepost nest cavities revealed that

the three dinensions height of cavity entrance, entrance

dianeter, and distance from entrance to cavity bottom were

best able to distinguish anong the three groups.
Approxinately one•fourth of all fencepest nest cavities

showed sone sign of advanced age, such as being open to the

top; vertical slits in the post, sone running the length of

the nest cavity; other holes in the nest cavity in addition

to the cavity entrance; and the fencepost hollow below the

nest cavity. One landowner indicated the approximate age of

a fencepost containing a nest cavity to be forty years.

Fenceposts containing nest cavities were quite old, and
the replacement of fenceposts containing nest cavities
resulted in a reduction in the nunber of nest sites

available for bluebirds. However, each fencepost was

replaced with another wooden fencepost; therefore, it nay

provide a nest cavity in the future. If the wooden

fenceposts had been replaced with netal fenceposts, the

potential for future nest cavities would no longer exist.

Therefore, the replacenent of wooden fenceposts with netal

fenceposts should be discouraged.

the continued existence of nest cavities for bluebirds

in fenceposts depends on the excavation of additional nest

cavities to replace those lost. Therefore, the failure to

observe new nest cavity excavation by woodpeckers in
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fenceposts is disturbing. If fencepost nest cavities

continue to be lost at the rate observed in this study and
I

no new nest cavities becone available, nest boxes should be

provided to replace the natural nest cavities lost.

Bluebirds were found nesting ou abandoned farnlands.
In addition, active farning areas where grazing and nowing

were taking place were found to support nesting bluebirds.

This is the first study of bluebirds nesting in these areas.
Few nest sites had trees or shrubs within the 0.05 ha

circle used for sanpling nest habitat. However, trees and

shrubs at greater distances fron the nest cavity were

utilized by hluebirds. Tree linbs were used as foraging
perches, for the deposition of fecal sacs, and provided

shelter for recently fledged young. The tops of shrubs and

snall trees also provided foraging perches for bluebirds.
i

Thus, trees and shrubs were an inportant conponent of

utilized activity spaces and would seen to play an important
role in nest site selection by bluebirds.

Utilized activity spaces were nore or less rectangular
in shape due to boundaries following fencerows, utility
wires, and roads. All seven utilized activity spaces
included roads, and four activity spaces included streans or

standing water. Activity spaces at HAAP were significantly

larger than activity spaces around nest sites in other

g areas.
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Dead, leafless branches were nost often used as
foraging perches by bluebirds. Other foraging perches
included the tops of shrubs or small trees and highway signs
at RAAP, and utility wires and fencepost tops in other
areas.

observations of foraging bluebirds revealed that grazed
pastures and aoued fields near nest sites in areas of active
faraing were used for foraging, while the free growing
vegetation around nest sites at RAAP was not used for
foraging. The vertical density profile of herbaceous
vegetation around nest sites in other areas therefore
represented an acceptable bluebird foraging stratun. The

unacceptable foraging stratua around nest sites at RAAP

accounted for the significantly larger utilized activity
spaces there, as bluebirds foraged at greater distances froa

the nest, utilizing aowed vegetation along roads.
Therefore, nan's activities provided foraging areas for

bluebirds in this area. These activities, the grazing of

cattle and the nowing of hayfields and roadsides are likely

to continue and should provide suitable bluebird foraging
habitat in the future. In addition to renoving potential
fencepost nest cavities, the developnent of pastures and

hayfields into residential subdivisions also elininates the

areas used for foraging by bluebirds. The fate of the

Eastern Bluebird in this region aay therefore depend nore on
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the economy of the area and suburban expansion than on
environmental factors.

The following reconmendations are made concerning the
placement of nest boxes. Rest boxes should be located
adjacent to pastures or nowed fields with utility wires
nearby, if possible, to provide foraging perches. Nest
hoxes should not be located within 15 n of trees or shrubs,
but large scattered trees near the nest will provide
foraging perches for adult hluehirds and escape cover for
recently fledged young. lest boxes should be placed at
least 200 a froa huaan dwellings or buildings such as barns
that are likely to attract House Sparrows. Based on

observations of utilized activity spaces, 0.7•2.3 ha of
suitable foraging habitat should surround each nest box.
Optinua distances between nest boxes would best be
deternined fron observations of bluehirds at nest boxes in

the field.

The uajority of previous studies of nesting bluebirds
have involved bluebirds utilizing nest boxes. This study
was the first attenpt to study hluebirds solely utilizing
natural nest cavities. The results of this study would seea

to indicate that other rural areas siailar to the environs

of Blacksburg, Virginia, could support nesting bluebirds.

It is therefore hoped that the success of this study in
’

locating natural nest cavities would encourage other
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iuvestigators te study bluebirds utilizing natural uest
sites.
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Appendix Table II. Number of nesting attempts in natural
nest cavities of Eastern Bluebirds in
southwestern Virginia, 1976—1977.

Year : Year

Nest 1976 1977 : Nest 1976 1977

1B X* 1 26B 0 1
2B X 2 27B O 1
3B X 1 28B O 1
MB 0 2 29B O 11 SB X 2 30B O 1
6B 1 1 2A 1 RZ
7B 0 1 3A 1 1
SB 3 2 MA 1 R

10B O 1 SA 1 O
11B 1 1 6A 1 R
12B X 1 7A 1 O
13B 1 1 SA 2 O
1MB X 2 9A 1 O
15B O 3 1MA 1 O
16B X 1 15A 1 O
17B X 1 16A 1 R
1SB 0 1 17A 1 X
19B 0 2 18A 1 0
2OB X 1 19A 1 0
21B 3 1 23A 1 0
22B O 1 25A 1 X
23B X 1 26A 1 O
2MB O 1 29A 1 O
2SB O 1

¤ “X” indicates the area or road was not surveyed
that year, thus cavity usage not known.

2 “R“ indicates the cavity structure was removed
or lost and cavity not available for use.
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UTILIZATION OF NATURAL BEST SITES BY EASTERN
BLUEBIBDS IN SOUTHUESTERN VIRGINIA

br
Thonas A. Pierson

(ABSTRACT)

Eastern Bluebirds (sialig gigljg) were found to be

utilizing natural nest sites in the vicinity of Blacksburg,

Virginia, during 1976 and 1977. Forty·seven natural nest

sites, 37 in fencepost cavities and ten in tree cavities

were discovered by driving roads in rural areas, scanning

fencercws and utility wires with binoculars, and by

searching fencerows on foot. Ninety-one percent of nest

cavities used by bluebirds were made by woodpeckers. Height

of cavity entrance, entrance diameter, and distance from

entrance to cavity botton were best able to distinguish

anong bluebird fencepost nest cavities, nest denonstration

display sites, and Starling (Sguggug lglgggig) fencepost
i

nest cavities, using discrininant function analysis. Four

nest cavities used by bluebirds in 1976 were no longer
4

available in 1977 due to the replacenent of fenceposts and

tree linb breakage. No new cavities in fenceposts were



observed being excavated by woodpeckers. 0ne·fourth of all

nest cavities exaained showed scne sign of advanced age.

Pew trees or woody stens were within a 0.05 ha circle

surrounding bluebird nest sites. Pastures, uowed fields,

and roadsides were used for foraging by bluebirds. The

herbaceous vegetation surrounding nest sites at BAAP was

allowed to grow freely, but was grazed by cattle or aowed at4
other nest sites. The herbaceous vegetation around nest

sites at RAAP was not used for foraging by bluebirds, they

foraged at greater distances from nest sites utilizing nowed

vegetation along roads. No instances of nest site

competition between bluebirds and other cawity nesting

species were observed.




